General & Antiques Monthly Auction
Tuesday 30th July at 10.00

A large qty of On-Line retailer’s overstocks & returns : 100+ mattresses both rolled & flat
soft & decorative furnishings, 100s carpets & rugs, interior decorative lighting,
garden furniture, parasols, mirrors, artworks, chairs, sofas etc.
Ex disco PA equipment, safes, shelving and office furniture. PCs & printers. Cameras.
Catering equipment. Quail Egg peeler. Garden statuary. Good house clearances.
Insolvency: The Piano Room, Exeter : 20+ New Digital Roland & Casio Pianos
from £600 - £3000. Plus new Casio CT-X5000 Keyboards, stools, stands, bags etc.
Good Quality Antique & Vintage Furniture & effects,
Several impressive dressers and settles, many pine farmhouse & kitchen tables & chairs. Carved hall chairs.
Several period portraits in oils. China & collectables.

Commercial Monthly Auction
Wednesday 31st July at 10.00

A large qty of On-Line retailer’s overstocks & returns of Bathroom & kitchen fittings,
fireplaces, 100s of new doors. Plumbing, electrical & surplus DIY supplies.
Woodworking equipment : Saw benches, pillar drill, band saws, micro lathe etc.
Mowers, garden tools, timber, insulation, garden fencing, wooden farm & drive gates.
Large slate slabs & limestone paving. Mobile toilet block.. Bunded diesel tanks with pumps.
Vehicles: Bailiffs: Mitsubishi L200 D/C Pick-up 2006.
Collectors: Dec’d Est. Cortina Mk3 1.6 1975 54k’ 90% restored requires paint to finish.
Mercedes 190E 1993 101,000’only FSH 2 owners, mint..
Eriba Puck Caravan 2 berth 1982 good original condition
Landrover Freelander 2 TD4 HSE 6 sp manual 83,700’ only 2007.
Mitsubishi Canter 7.5t flatbed scaffold lorry 2006,
VW Transporter T28 102 TDi Van 2012. VW Caddy Maxi C20 Tdi 104 2010
Viewing: Saturday morning 27th July 9 - 1, Monday 29th July 9 - 6pm. Sale days 8.30am - 4pm.
Online Bidding with easyLiveAuction.com.. T. 01404 891833

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1) INTERPRETATION
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by any subsequent enactment, order,
regulation or Instrument.
2) GENERAL NOTICE: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1979.
3) THIRD PARTY AGENT: All of the equipment is in the ownership of the vendor. MST Auctioneers Ltd is acting as a third party agent only and does not take any title to any of the goods. MST Auctioneers Ltd cannot be held
liable for any errors on the website, problems with registration or acceptance of bids.
4) BUYERS PREMIUM AND VAT CHARGES: A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT is charged on the hammer price of all lots in our General sales, except for vehicles which have a Buyer’s Premium of 10% plus VAT. This does
not including internet auction host fees which will be an additional charge. The premium will be clearly marked in any special notes and in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current rate. The Auctioneer’s
Margin Scheme will apply to all lots not liable for VAT on the bid (hammer) price so the VAT on the buyer’s premium will be included in the amount shown and not itemised separately.
5) BIDDING: Your bid is a legally binding contract to purchase, if you are not sure, do not bid as we are unable to cancel your purchase and NO refunds will be made. If any dispute arises between those making bids, the
Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter,
vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale. The Auctioneers have absolute discretion without giving any reason, to refuse registration to any person. A £200 refundable deposit may be required to be paid
(either by card or cash) by any person wishing to bid.
6) COMMISSION BIDS: MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on buyers behalf should they not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure the lots, no
guarantees are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price and will execute the bids as cheaply as possible. If two buyers submit identical bids, the auctioneer
may take the first bid/bidder’s number received. Card details may be required as security.
7) METHOD OF PAYMENT: All invoices must be paid IN FULL on the day of the sale. No goods may be removed until they have been paid for, together with all other charges. Payment can be by bank transfer, cash, credit
(max £200) or debit cards. Cheques will not be accepted except by agreement with the auctioneers, and the goods will be held until cheques are cleared. BANK TRANSFERS: BACS payment can be made
directly into our account (please contact the office for bank details). PLEASE NOTE: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £6,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed.
8) DEFAULT BY THE BUYER: If at any time the Buyer has failed to pay in full, the amount due by the date specified, or failed to remove any lot purchased by the clearance date and time specified in the Auction Notes/Important
Information then:
i)
The Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that lot and the full deposit and all monies paid, shall be forfeit and that lot may be offered for resale;
ii)
The Auctioneer may remove the lot from the premises and leave it outside at the Buyer’s risk and expense;
iii)
The Auctioneer may charge the Buyer the cost of storage or rent, taxes, any wages and other expenses incurred as a result of the lots remaining on the premises;
iv)
The Buyer shall indemnify the Auctioneer against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or liabilities incurred by the Seller arising from the Buyer’s failure to remove the lot from the premises.
9) ONLINE AUCTIONS: ACCEPTANCE OF FINAL BIDS - IMPORTANT NOTE – Acceptance of all final bids is subject to prior approval by our clients. MST Auctioneers Ltd reserves the rights to reject any bids which they feel
are insufficient. Successful bidders will be notified by email upon the finish of the auction together with a request for payment. Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid, even if the reserve has not been met, as
vendors can ask us to reduce the reserves during the course of the sale
10) ONSITE SALES: DEPOSIT AGAINST DAMAGE OF FABRIC OF BUILDING: Purchasers may be required to pay an additional deposit on lots which will cause damage or leave a hole in the fabric of the building after removal.
These lots will be specified in the sale catalogue. The deposit will be returned once the purchaser has made good in a satisfactory manner. Clearance of all lots must be undertaken in accordance with Health &
Safety at Work Regulations.
11) SAFE WORKING PRACTICE & PERSONAL INJURY: Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased
at the auction should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be required for
inspection. Furthermore, appropriate protective clothing, PPE, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual handling practice. Neither the Vendor
nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such
accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions
sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents.
12) FAULTS AND ERRORS: All lots are sold ‘as seen, as they lie’ and without warranty, regardless of the description in the catalogue. They are sold with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement,
weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and IF THEY BUY WITHOUT PREVIOUS INSPECTION,
THEY SHALL DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK. The lots are not sold by sample but if in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or
warranty as to quantity or otherwise, or that the lots are free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
13) CLAIMS CONCERNED WITH CONDITION OF GOODS: Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be installed by a competent member of the appropriate Trade or purchased only by a member of that Trade. The goods shall be
acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or injury (whether to person or property) suffered by
the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the condition of the goods.
14) RISK AND INSURANCE OF LOTS : Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
The goods are, therefore, the risk of the Buyer immediately upon the fall of the hammer and buyers are strongly advised to effect insurance at once, irrespective of whether title has passed. Title does not pass to
the purchaser until full payment has been received.
15) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £3 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 2 DAYS FOLLOWING THE
SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 10 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS
BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers. All storage and expenses must be
paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to re-offer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. Any balance
will be returned to the purchaser.
16) LIFTING AND TOWING: Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the Purchaser's risk and
neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall incur any liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
17) LOSS CAUSED BY REMOVAL: Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being removed
shall:i)
Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection with the death or injury) under any
Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury and
ii)
In the case of loss or damage to land or property or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage, whether before the removal of his lots from the
premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and
subject to the provisions of Conditions 13 hereof:
iii)
the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants, agents or sub-contractors and
nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
18) LIMITATION OF VENDOR LIABILITY: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of negligence of the Vendor) by the
Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect
of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) DISPUTES: If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale (other than a dispute between bidders) the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such person as they shall
appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
20) HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974:
i.
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act
1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant,
machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder
applicable thereto.
ii.
The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for use at work. The Purchaser is
reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps
as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such
testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
21) ROAD TRAFFIC ACT REQUIREMENTS: Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use.
22) ROAD WORTHINESS OF VEHICLES: The hour and odometer readings on machinery and vehicles in this or any sale cannot be warranted and should not be relied upon. A MOT Certificate is not evidence of the road
worthiness of any vehicle, and all vehicles or machinery are sold as seen, as they stand, with all their faults, regardless of the catalogue description. No Warranty whatsoever is given or implied by the Auctioneers
or the Vendor.
23) EXPORT OF GOODS: The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a Purchaser.
24) SMOKING: Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.
25) CONTAINERS ETC: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.
26) CHEMICALS & LIQUIDS: The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder. Purchasers are
warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored. Any fluids remaining in any lots purchased MUST be removed from site in conformity with the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health Act.
27) POST 1950 WORKS OF ART & COLLECTABLE FURNITURE: Items of furniture included in the antique/collectable section are offers for sale as works of art. These items may not comply with the Furniture and Furnishings
(Fire) Safety Regulations 1988 and for this reason, they should not be used in a private dwelling.
28) UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE - CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 1987: All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire
resistant regulations before it is re-sold for domestic use.
29) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS: Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they must be fully aware of their
legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE
REQUIREMENTS

BIDDING ONLINE VIA EASY LIVE AUCTION
Go to: www.easyliveauction.com
The list below is taken from their FAQ section:
Question:
How do I create an account?
Answer:
Creating an account is easy, first you'll need a valid email address that can receive emails. Visit the Create Account page and enter you email address. You will then be
sent an email that contains a link, once you receive the email click the link to complete the creation of your account. If you cannot find this email address in your inbox try
searching your spam/junk folder.
Note: The details you add to your account need to be as accurate as possible.
Question:
Can I watch a live auction without creating an account?
Answer:
All live auctions can be viewed without creating an account or registering for an auction... simply click on the 'Watch Live' button which can be found next to live auctions
in our Auctions, in the catalogue page when you click into an auction and on Auctioneers pages.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
Why do I need to add a payment card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account is necessary for security purposes to ensure you are a legitimate bidder. Also, if you decide to register for an auction using our 'Flat Fee'
option we will take the payment from the card you register.
Question:
Do you store my payment card details?
Answer:
No, we do not store your payment card details.
We are fully PCI DSS compliant. When you enter your payment card details our third party payment processor takes the details and gives us an encrypted token which
would be useless if it were ever to fall in to the wrong hands.
Question:
How do I add a card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account can be done in two places, as you register for an auction or in the My Account area. If you click 'add new card' this will take you to a page
where you will be able to enter your card details. Make sure you have entered all the details correctly, then press the Add Card button. If your card is registered with
Verified by Visa / MasterCard (3D Secure) then you may be asked to enter your online banking password. This is an extra layer of security to confirm you are the card
holder.
Note: When a card is added, or used on easyLIveAuction.com we check it by making a small transaction (i.e. 78p) and cancelling it straight away. Although you may see
this amount on your bank statement for a short time, it is not actually taken and will never leave your account.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
I've never done this before, is there any advice?
Answer:
You can watch any of the live auctions on our website without even having an account so take a look to familiarise yourself.
When you are ready to register for an auction and bid online we would recommend that you bid early because you don't want to run the risk of the auctioneer’s hammer
coming down and missing the lot that you wanted.
Also use the information on screen as you cue to bid rather than use the voice of the auctioneer. Depending on the auction houses own internet connection, sound can
have a slight delay but the information on screen should be instant.
Please read our use blog article 5 Top Tips for Buying at Auction Online for further advice.
Question:
What different auction types?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction has 3 different types of auctions
LIVE: The auction house will be broadcasting the auction live. This means you can leave Autobids and on the day of the sale you can bid live.
TIMED: The lots can be bid on at any point until the end of the auction. Once the auction starts to close, bidding will stop on lots in 30 second intervals. To avoid bid
sniping, last second bids will extend the closing time of the lot by another 5 minutes.
CATALOGUE: This auction will not be broadcast live. You'll still be able to leave absentee bids that will be sent through to the auctioneer to use on the day of the sale.
Question:
How do I register for an auction?
Answer:
Once you have created an account on the website you can register for auctions of your choice. Simply navigate to the auction you wish to bid at and click the 'Register to
Bid' button. Here you can choose your preferred registration method (Free / Flat Fee) and agree to the terms and conditions of Easy Live Auction and those of the auction
house. Once you register you will be sent an email confirming your registration along with the registration method.
Question:
I require more information about a lot before leaving a bid, what should I do?
Answer:
It is important to satisfy yourself with a lot before you bid. If you find that the images and description etc given by the auction house are not enough and you would like to
know more, you can contact the auction house directly by clicking the 'Lot Enquiry' button found in the lot page. The auction house will be sent your enquiry and can get
back you with the information that you require.
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Question:
How to I keep an eye on a lot that I'm interested in?
Answer:
Every lot has a 'Watch Lot' button. When you click this button, it will be added to your watch list. You can view your watch list at any time by going to My ELA
Question:
I need to contact an auctioneer
Answer:
All auctioneer contact information can be found using the Auctioneers link on the main menu or by clicking the 'Auction Info' button found in every auction catalogue page.
Most auction houses have their own personal page with us that shows you all their upcoming auctions along with information about them, shipping policies and terms and
conditions.
Question:
Why can't I hear/see the auctioneer when watching a live sale?
Answer:
Although our services enable auction houses to broadcast sound and video, not all use it.
It may also be the case that the auction house has some technical reason for not broadcasting sound (perhaps their microphone is broken). Please feel free to contact the
auction house to find out why sound is not being broadcast.
NOTE: The sound / video uses Adobe Flash Player to broadcast. You will need to enable or install this plugin for your browser.
Most mobile devices do not support Adobe Flash Player so you will be unable to listen / watch without using a third-party app like Puffin Web Browser.
If the audio / video buttons are disabled then the auctioneer is not broadcasting this media.
Question:
How do I bid on a live auction?
Answer:
On the day of the auction a Watch Live button will appear to allow you to launch the bidding console. Here you will be able to follow the auction and bid on the lots. Click
the blue button with the amount of the next bid on to submit your bid for the lot. If you are ahead the button will be green and will return to blue if you have been outbid.
Question:
What are Autobids?
Answer:
All live auctions allow you to leave Autobids on lots. Each lot page will have a box for you to input your maximum bid and save it. An Autobid allows our system to bid on
your behalf up to the maximum bid you have left. We keep our Autobids confidential so the auctioneer will not know how much you have left.
You can also leave a +1 with your Autobid. This allows our system to bid one more increment if you are outbid on your maximum amount.
Autobids can be left at any time up until the lot is offered by the auctioneer and you can even bid live having left Autobids as our system will not let you bid against
yourself.
Question:
Leaving an absentee bid for catalogue listing
Answer:
In the same way you can leave Autobids for live auctions, you can leave Absentee bids for non-live auctions. On the lot page, you can place the maximum amount you
wish to bid up to and submit it. We will then pass this bid to the auctioneer for them to action during the auction.
Question:
How do I see the lots I've won and bid on?
Answer:
Viewing your won lots and the items you have placed a bid on can be done in My ELA. Once you are in My ELA you can click the title 'My Bids' or 'My Won Lots' to view
more details.
Question:
What do I do if I am dissatisfied with an item I have bought?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction.com is a live bidding platform for auctioneers to sell lots to buyers over the internet. We do not sell the items ourselves, because of this we recommend
that you contact the auction house directly if you are unhappy with the item you have received.
Please remember that when bidding at auction as soon as the hammer comes down a contract is formed between you and the auctioneer. Under the laws governing
auctions you have no right to return the item unless the item has been incorrectly described. This is the main reason we advise you to satisfy yourself fully with the item
you are interested in before you bid.
Question:
How do I pay for my items?
Answer:
You will be required to pay the auction house directly. The way in which you pay for your won lots will be different from auction house to auction house as will be the
time frame for payment to be made. Each has their own methods of invoicing and collecting payment. If you have any questions relating to your invoice then you should
contact the auctioneer directly.
Question:
I have registered for an auction but it says I am 'Pending Authorisation'
Answer:
This means that you are waiting for the auctioneer to authorise you to bid at their auction. Once you have been authorised by an auctioneer you will receive an email
stating so. You will then be able to leave Autobids and bid live.
If you have any questions about your registration status then you will need to contact the auction house directly.
Question:
What additional costs of bidding at auction?
Answer:
Buyer's Premium - This is the cost the auction house charge for their services, it varies from auction house to auction house. Usually VAT is added on to the buyer’s
premium but is sometimes it is included, this will be made clear in the 'Auction Info' area, the lot page and the auction house terms and conditions.
VAT - In addition to the VAT on the buyer's premium, you may also be charged VAT on the hammer price as well. This tends to be for brand new goods or special items
that require it.
Internet Surcharge
Free Registration - If you chose this option you will also pay 3% of the hammer price for bidding online. This charge will be included in the invoice you receive from the
auction house and will also have VAT added to it if the auction house is VAT registered.
Flat Fee - If this option is selected you will pay a flat fee including VAT for the online bidding service, this is taken regardless of whether you bid and is taken directly from
your registered payment card.
ARR - Artists Resale Rights are applicable to some works of art valued over €1000. All this information is visible in the auction info on each auction catalogue, and on the
lot page. Every auction house and lot is different so we highly recommend that you view each lot you wish to bid on so you are aware of the additional cost that are
added, and if you are still unsure contact the auction house..
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MST Auction 30/31st July @ 10am. VAT @20% on lots marked “V”. Buyers Premium 18% +VAT except vehicles @10%VAT

DAY 1 Rostrum 1 By Auction office, Commencing at 10.00am
General household, IT, Electrical, Antiques and Collectables
1.M - A quantity of various hats
2.M - A quantity of various fabric
3.M - A quantity of various hand bags. Contents of one shelf
4.M - A quantity of various items including 3 Mamalicious
coats, umbrellas, T shirts, clothing etc
5.M - A quantity of various vinyl table cloths and several
fabric napkins
6.M - A quantity of universal phone chargers
7.M - A quantity of various lights, clocks, 2 toasters etc.
Contents of one shelf
8.M - A quantity of various lights and 2 clocks. Contents of
one shelf
9.M - A quantity of various items including toasters, heaters,
an egg beater, a bean slicer etc. Contents of one shelf
10.M - A quantity of protractor sets by Oxford Scientific
Solutions
11.M - 6 x 5L bottles of Chela Shower Safe cleaner
12.M - 5 tubs of house and siding pressure wash liquid
concentrate by Zep Commercial
13.M - 6 x 5L bottles of Chela Shower Safe cleaner
14.M - A quantity of various items including a shredder, a
Dimplex electric heater, lights etc. Contents of one shelf
(Trade)
15.M - A quantity of various cleaning products including Suma
Rinse, Suma Scale, Janitol Flora fresh, hard surface
cleaner etc. Contents of one shelf
16.M - A quantity of various items including hand tools, several
hand held steam cleaners, a car cover etc. Contents of one
shelf (Trade)
17.M - A quantity of Unipart cream cleaner, glass / general
purpose cleaner and swing bin bags
18.M - A quantity of small blue Lin type bins and 1 metal bin
hanging panel
19.M - 5 various floor rugs
20.M - 1 unicycle by M Pilot
21.M - 1 Sunncamp Gemini 5 tent, 1 Argos 2 person dome
tent and 1 sleeping bag
22.M - 1 nursing home type bed by Casabeds with a Devilbiss
pressure care mattress type MAT 10 BE (Trade)
23.V - A set of 6 wooden dining chairs, 1 other chair & 1 foot
stool
24.M - 21 plastic stacking crates
25.M - 18 boxes each containing 24 vibrating Luv Ducks
26.M - 1 distressed red lacquer desk
27.M - 1 dark wood corner cabinet, a nest of 3 tables and 1
foot stool
28.M - A decorative display/tasting table with glass top and 6
drawers beneath with plaques for hops, barley, wheat etc.
29.M - 1 medical trolley with key and a 5 door personnel locker
30.M - 1 vintage metal planter with a modern stainless steel
base
31.M - 1 vintage metal planter with a modern stainless steel
base
32.M - 1 vintage metal planter with a modern stainless steel
base
33.M - 1 owl box and 1 small table
34.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Mitox type Select CS41
35.M - 1 air conditioner, 240v - no make visible (Trade)
36.M - 1 petrol engine generator by Performance type
NLH25KVAG, 2800w, 110/240v
37.M - 1 garden waste quiet shredder by Performance, 240v
(Trade)
38.M - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Mountfield type SP534
with grass box
39.M - 2 exercise machines - 1 x Powertech Body Shaper
240v & 1 Ultrasport AB trainer 150 (Trade)

£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£25-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£16-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£50
£10-£20
£20-£40
£40-£70
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40.M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Strider type ST1. £120-£280
Please note that this scooter is not supplied with a battery
charger. Internet search shows cost for a suitable charger
is £49
41.M - 1 ex-Royal Navy davit launch 25 person life raft in rigid £50-£100
container. Please note the auto inflating gas bottle has
been removed and is not included
42.M - 1 black upholstered two person sofa & 1 grey
£15-£30
upholstered sofa bed
43.M - 3 small folding wooden shelf units
£15-£30
44.M - 3 small folding wooden shelf units
£15-£30
45.M - 2 wooden writing bureaux and 3 various floor rugs
£15-£30
46.M - 2 vintage wood framed arm chairs with floral pattern
£20-£40
upholstery
47.M - 1 cream upholstered 3 person sofa and 1 matching arm £15-£30
chair - small rip in back of chair
48.M - A quantity of various furniture including Danish
£30-£50
comprising of 1 chest of drawers, 1 telephone seat, 3
various size tables and 1 towel rail
49.M - A quantity of various furniture including Danish
£30-£50
comprising of a sideboard, a small chest of drawers, 1
coffee table and a nest of 2 tables
50.M - A three piece suite (3+1+1 and 1 of the chairs is an
£10-£20
electronic recliner) and 1 floral upholstered arm chair
(Trade)
51.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump £70-£100
granite serated ball
52.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump £70-£100
granite serated ball
53.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump £70-£100
granite serated ball
54.M - 1 out board engine by Yamaha type 3.5
£40-£70
55.M - 1 inflatable dinghy by Avon type Redcrest with seat,
£50-£100
floor board, a pair of oars etc.
56.M - A quantity of various ratchet straps, 1 chain hoist by
£30-£50
Morris 0.5t and 1 small trolley
57.M - 1 sliding mitre saw by Performance, 240v and 1 petrol
£25-£50
engine hedge trimmer by Homelite type HHT2660
£15-£30
58.M - 3 small units containing pull out wicker storage baskets
59.M - 2 electric chainsaws (1x Titan & 1 x Black and Decker),
£40-£70
1 lawn mower 240v, 1 lawn raker 240v and 1 Vax machine
which requires attention (Trade)
60.M - 1 party tent approx 9m x 3m
£50-£100
61.M - 1 walking aid, 1 commode chair, 1 adjustable height
£15-£30
chair and 1 adjustable height table
62.M - 1 red vintage bicycle by Salvin with basket
£50-£80
63.M - 1 folding bike by Proteam
£20-£40
64.M - 1 bicycle by Dawes type Mojave
£10-£20
65.M - 1 vintage bicycle by Raleigh type Hustler
£10-£20
66.M - 1 child's mountain bike by Giant type MTX-125 - 20"
£15-£30
wheels
67.M - 1 folding shopper bike by Viking type Easy Street
£15-£30
68.M - 1 child's mountain bike by Apollo type XC24, 24 inch
£10-£20
wheels
69.M - 1 child's bicycle by Carrera type Cosmos
£20-£30
70.M - 1 BMX bike by Skyway type Big Daddy Rooster
£10-£20
71.M - 1 mountain bike by Trek 26" wheels - type 3 Series
£30-£50
3500
72.M - A quantity of various sea / beach fishing related items
£30-£50
including rods, reels, waders, a shelter etc. Contents of one
bay / 3 shelves
73.V - 1 large mirror RRP £216, 1 large mirror with crack on
£25-£50
edge and 1 frame (no mirror glass)
74.V - 1 large mirror RRP £125
£20-£40
75.V - 1 round mirror RRP £149 and 1 oval mirror RRP £89
£25-£50
76.M - A quantity of various items including crockery, a Sony
£15-£30
hifi, a hand held vacuum cleaner etc. Contents of one bay /
3 shelves (Trade)
77.V - 1 round white framed mirror RRP £69
£15-£30
78.V - 1 large round mirror RRP £129
£15-£30
79.V - 1 oval mirror RRP £112
£15-£30
80.V - 1 rectangular mirror with cut wood decoration RRP
£15-£30
£139
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81.V - 1 round mirror RRP £92
82.M - A quantity of various items including a fan, a desk
lamp, trays etc. Contents of two shelves (Trade)
83.V - 1 window shaped mirror RRP £131
84.V - 5 various art prints on canvas. Combined RRPs in
region of £200. Contents of one shelf
85.V - 2 art prints on canvas and 1 framed print. Combined
RRPs in region of £130. Contents of one shelf
86.V - 6 art prints on canvas. Combined RRPs in region of
£160. Contents of one shelf
87.V - 4 various framed prints. Combined RRPs in region
£300. Contents of one shelf
88.V - 10 various art prints on canvas / framed prints.
Combined RRPs in region of £400. Contents of one shelf
89.V - 1 modern style metal wall hanging RRP £89 and 2 tea /
coffee metal signs RRP £19 each. Contents of one shelf
90.V - 6 various art prints on canvas. Combined RRPs in
region of £200. Contents of one shelf
91.V - 9 various framed prints / prints on glass. Combined
RRPs in region of £200. Contents of one shelf
92.V - A quantity of various prints and vinyl mats. RRPs not
shown. Contents of one shelf
93.V - 4 various art prints on canvas. Combined RRPs in
region of £200. Contents of one shelf
94.V - 8 art prints on canvas - 2 x H, 2 x hearts, 2 x M and 2 x
E. Combined RRPs in region of £70. Contents of one shelf
95.V - 5 various art prints on canvas. Combined RRPs in
region of £200. Contents of one shelf
96.M - A quantity of various items including 2 mirrors, a DAB
radio, a set of binoculars etc. Contents of one bay / 3
shelves (Trade)
97.V - 5 art prints on canvas. Combined RRPs in region of
£300
98.M - 1 gas fire in the style of log burner by Provence (bottled
gas) and 2 pine head boards
99.M - 1 dark wood bureau bookcase, 2 bedside cabinets (non
matching) & 1 display cabinet
100.M - 2 leather saddles - stands not included
101.M - 1 dark wood coffee table & 1 small dark wood two door
cabinet
102.M - 2 wood effect chest of drawers and 1 wood effect
drinks cabinet
103.M - 1 copper coloured floor standing light (Trade)
104.M - 1 copper coloured floor standing light (Trade)
105.M - 1 cream dressing table (NO mirror) and 2 matching
bedside cabinets
106.M - 1 pine two piece dresser
107.M - A quantity of various items including fluorescent light
tubes, extension leads etc. Contents of one shelf (Trade)
108.M - A quantity of various items including books, glassware,
novelty items / frames etc. Contents of one shelf
109.M - A quantity of various items including a guitar, ice
scrapers, walking sticks, folders, 1 garment steamer etc.
Contents of one shelf (Trade)
110.M - 1 rectangular table with wood top and painted legs
111.M - 8 pine dining chairs
112.V - 1 wood effect dining table (item has some damage) and
4 chairs
113.M - 1 vintage wood framed three piece suite (3+1+1)
together with 2 other non matching chairs. Settee will make
a bed.
114.V - 6 various art prints on canvas. Combined RRPs in
region of £400
115.V - Catalogue is now blank until lot 139
139.M - 1 cello with soft cry case and 2 music stands
140.M - A black lacquered Art Deco 1930s compact / mini piano
by Eavestaff with matching piano stool
141.V - 1 Roland digital electric piano type lx706 RRP £2,903 comes with leads and piano stool - 240v trade
142.V - 1 Roland digital electric piano type lx705 RRP £2,111 comes with a piano stool - 240v trade
143.V - 1 Casio digital electric piano type GP-300 RRP £2,199
comes with a piano stool - 240v trade
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144.V - 1 Roland digital electric piano type HP603A RRP
£1,499 - comes with leads and piano stool - 240v trade
145.V - 1 Roland digital electric piano type F140R RRP £939 comes with leads and piano stool - 240v trade
146.V - 1 Casio digital electric piano type Celviano AP470 RRP
£899 - comes with leads and piano stool - 240v trade
147.V - 1 boxed Casio digital electric piano type Celviano
AP470 RRP £899 - comes with leads and piano stool 240v trade
148.V - 1 Casio digital electric piano type Celviano AP470 in
black RRP £899 - comes with leads and piano stool - 240v
trade
149.V - 1 boxed Casio digital electric piano type Celviano
AP470 in black RRP £899 - comes with leads and piano
stool - 240v trade
150.V - 1 Casio digital electric piano type Privia PX870 RRP
£870 - comes with leads and piano stool - 240v trade
151.V - 1 boxed Casio digital electric piano type Privia PX870
RRP £870 - comes with leads and piano stool - 240v trade
152.V - 1 Casio digital electric piano type Celviano AP270 RRP
£699 - comes with leads and piano stool - 240v trade
153.V - 1 boxed Casio digital electric piano type Celviano
AP270 RRP £699 - comes with leads and piano stool 240v trade
154.V - 1 Casio digital electric piano type CDP-S100 RRP £399
- comes with leads and piano stool - 240v trade
155.V - 1 boxed Casio digital electric piano type CDP-S100
RRP £399 - comes with leads and piano stool - 240v trade
156.V - A used Roland expandable midi controller keyboard
type A-90, comes with a piano stool and lead - 240v trade
157.V - 1 Casio digital electric piano type Privia PX-S3000 RRP
£795 - comes with leads, stand, carry case, pedal unit and
piano stool - 240v trade
158.V - 1 Casio digital electric piano type Privia PX-S1000 RRP
£599 - comes with stand, lead and piano stool - 240v trade
159.V - 1 Casio digital electric piano type Privia CDP-S350 RRP
£549 - comes with leads, stand and piano stool - 240v
trade
160.V - 1 Roland digital electric piano in black type FP-30 RRP
£529 - comes with lead, stand, pedal board and piano
stool, - 240v trade
161.V - 1 boxed Roland digital electric piano in white type FP30 RRP £529 - comes with lead & pedal board, (no stand is
included & is required to use pedal board) - 240v trade
162.V - 1 boxed Roland digital electric piano in black type FP30 RRP £529 - boxed - no stand - 240v trade
163.V - A Roland KSC-44-bk piano stand, a Casio CS-67Pwe
piano stand and a Casio SP33 3-pedal unit
164.V - A Casio CS-44p piano stand & a Casio CS-410P piano
stand
165.V - A Casio DIGITAL keyboard type CT-X5000 RRP £399
comes with a Casio keyboard stand
166.V - A Casio DIGITAL keyboard type CT-X5000 RRP £399
167.V - A Casio DIGITAL keyboard type CT-X3000 RRP £299
168.V - A Casio DIGITAL keyboard type CT-X3000 RRP £299
169.V - A Casio DIGITAL keyboard type CT-X700 RRP £199
170.V - A Casio DIGITAL keyboard type CT-X700 RRP £199
171.V - A Casio DIGITAL keyboard type CT-X700 RRP £199
172.V - 1 upholstered duet piano stool and 1 upholstered piano
stool RRP over £200
173.V - 3 room dividers/advertising Stands (2 x yamaha 1 x
Roland) - 240v trade
174.V - One black upholstered corduroy adjustable piano stool
RRP £149
175.V - One black upholstered corduroy adjustable piano stool
RRP £149
176.V - 1 leather effect upholstered adjustable height piano
stool RRP £149
177.V - One black corduroy upholstered adjustable height piano
stool RRP £149
178.V - 3 folding padded black upholstered piano stools RRP
over £150 including Quiklok
179.V - 1 tall triangular Casio sign board - 240v trade
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180.V - Three boxed keyboard foot pedals two by Casio and
one by Yamaha
181.V - 1 Quiklok sustain pedal and two Quiklok universal
volume controllers combined RRP over £100
182.V - 7 Quiklok sustain pedals type ps25 RRP £15 each
183.V - One Boss volume pedal type fv50L rrp £69 1 Roland
pedal switch type dp2 and one other Yamaha keyboard
pedal
184.V - Two Roland damper pedals type dp10 RRP £40 each
185.V - A large quantity of keyboard power adaptors by Lynx,
Casio, Yamaha etc. Contents of one shelf - 240v trade
186.V - A quantity of stereo headphones including Roland,
Yamaha etc., and one memory expansion kit for the
Yamaha Tyros 5 - trade
187.V - 7 ex display Yamaha keyboard pedals all various
models
188.V - 6 various keyboard pedals all ex-display and various
models
189.V - One option speaker by Yamaha type trs-ms05 for Tyros
5 keyboard
190.V - One boxed duet piano stool RRP £149
191.V - 1 boxed duet piano stool in Black RRP £149
192.V - 2 Cherry piano stools RRP £79 each
193.V - 1 satin black piano stool RRP £129
194.V - 1 gloss black piano stool RRP £129
195.V - 2 satin black piano stools RRP £79 each
196.V - 2 mahogany piano stools RRP £89 each, one light
mahogany one dark mahogany
197.V - 3 various piano stools RRP £79 each
198.V - Two black upholstered padded piano stools RRP £30
each
199.V - 2 Xbraced keyboard stands by Chord type kx2
200.V - 2 Xbraced keyboard stands by Chord type kx2
201.V - 2 x Bestpec keyboard stands and 1 extension set
202.V - One large piano digital keyboard case by Gator type
GK88
203.V - 5 ex display metal keyboard stands. Contents of two
shelves
204.V - 8 keyboard dust covers/jackets RRP over £150,
contents of one shelf
205.V - A quantity of various keyboard stands, contents of one
shelf
206.V - 1 universal 88 key keyboard stand by Roland type ks
g8, boxed
207.V - 2 x Quikloc QL646 keyboard stands and 2 x Quikloc
QLX3 extensions
208.V - 1 x Quikloc Z frame universal keyboard stand type Z716
boxed
209.V - Two Quiklok professional keyboard stands type ql 646
RRP £100
210.V - 3 heavy-duty keyboard stands by Quiklok type t550
RRP £69 each
211.V - 2 deluxe portable keyboard stools by Quiklok RRP £75
each
212.V - 3 padded keyboard stools by Quiklok type bx8 RRP £49
each
213.V - 1 x carry case for a Roland fp-30 RRP £69
214.V - 1 x carry case for a Roland fp-30 RRP £69
215.V - Two keyboard carry cases both for Yamaha keyboards
P45 or p125 RRP £69 each
216.V - 4 various keyboard carry cases 2 unused 2 used
217.M - 4 x Carlsbro 15inch 200w recone drivers
218.M - Two disco lights one by skytronic and one by beetle
trade
219.M - 1 antari Z1000 smoke machine with remote, boxed
trade
220.M - 1 CD mixing DJ kit in a flight case including a Denon
DN 1800f and and a Numark 200 FX mixing deck - 240v
trade
221.M - One large 12 channel mixing desk by Carlsbro 240 volt
- trade
222.M - 1 Mobile Studio rack by Dennard & a 10u Monaco
rack/flight case
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223.M - A quantity of various audio related items including a
phonic EQ, a cam power amp and antari smoke machine
and 8 way switch panel etc. Contents of half a shelf - 240v
trade
224.M - A quantity of various disco related items including a tee
bar with four spot lights, Derby sound activated disco light,
1 blue rope light, a ProLite Cresendo sound activated disco
moon effect light and an Antari smoke machine 240 volt trade
225.M - A quantity of various disco related items including two
ELV HDJ 1001 CD players, one Next DJ mixer and a peavy
power amp - 240 volt trade
226.M - A set of four smart beacom disco lights on a t-bar and
two blue lights trade
227.M - A quantity of various disco light equipment including
three light screens, leads, one njd 4 channel sound to light
Chaser Unit & 2 x 2 Channel spot boxes trade
228.M - 2 x, 15" 2way 250w speakers
229.M - 2 x 15" 3way 250w speakers
230.M - 2 x 18" sub bass speakers 200w
231.M - A large quantity of audio CDs contents of three shelves
232.M - A large quantity of electrical related items including a
PC tower, fax machine, headphones, a Virgin television
box graphics card, an old VHS video recorder, Technics
turntable etc. Contents of four large shelves - 240v trade
233.M - A quantity of various office related items including
stapler, a trimmer etc. Contents of one shelf
234.M - A quantity of various office related items including
stapler, a trimmer etc. Contents of one shelf
235.M - A quantity of various office related items including
stapler, a trimmer etc. Contents of one shelf
236.M - A quantity of various office related items including hole
punches, staplers etc. Contents of one shelf
237.M - A quantity of various office related items including a
trimmer, staplers etc. Contents of one shelf
238.M - A quantity of various office related items including a
hole punch, staplers etc. Contents of one shelf
239.M - One small black rack mount cabinet with glass door
240.M - A quantity of portable DVD players, contents of one box
- 240v trade
241.V - One wireless office printer by Brother type dcp-7055wu
and two computer monitors. A toner cartridge is also
included - 240v trade
242.V - A quantity of various shelving designed for a slat wall to
hold keyboards, and a quantity of electrical leads
pamphlets etc - 240v trade
243.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including
a ceiling speaker kit, keyboards, a printer etc. Contents of 1
wide shelf - 240v trade
244.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including
phone charger, leads, extension leads etc. Contents of 1
wide shelf - 240v trade
245.V - One office printer by Lexmark type ms517dn - 240v
trade
246.V - One office printer by Brother type hl-5440d laser printer
- 240v trade
247.M - A vintage word processor by Brother type wp1 - trade
248.V - An office shredder by Aurora type as1023 CD - 240v
trade
249.V – Lots 249-252 are blank
253.V - A Synology diskstation raid/cloud box- no hdd 240-volt
trade
254.M - A quantity of electronic items including an Apple iPad
1st generation 32GB type a1337, an Apple TV unit 3rd
generation type a1469, a TomTom sat nav, DVD player
and a quantity of mobile phones. Contents of three shelves
- 240v trade
255.V - One desktop tower computer by HP type Prodesk with
a gen 4 i5 3.0 GHz processor, 8GB RAM, 500GB hard disk
drive running Windows 8 Pro, but this will require activation
and no key is supplied. Comes with large 24-in monitor by
Samsung, keyboard, mouse and speakers - 240v trade
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256.V - One computer tower by Lenovo with an Intel g2030 3.0
£40-£80
GHz processor, 4GB RAM, 1TB hard drive running
Windows 10 64-bit which has been activated. Comes with
monitor, keyboard and mouse - 240v trade
257.V - 1 generation 8 Tower PC with an i3 3.6 gigahertz
£150-£300
processor, 8GB RAM, 1TB hard disk drive running
Windows 10 64-bit which has been activated. Comes with
monitor, keyboard and mouse - 240v trade
258.V - An office printer by HP type Officejet pro 8620 wifi£20-£40
enabled, requires ink - 240v trade
259.V - Blank
260.V - Blank
261.V - One tower computer by eMachines with a 2.8 GHz
£10-£20
processor no hard disk drives therefore no operating
system - trade
262.M - One desktop computer by Fujitsu Siemens with an Intel £10-£20
Core 2 Duo 2.66 processor, 2GB RAM, 250gb hard disk
drive, unit comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse.
Please note Windows 7 will require activating, A key is
supplied for windows vista - trade
£30-£60
263.V - One uninterrupted power supply machine by APC type
backups pro 900, comes with with instructions and software
- 240v trade
264.V - One tower server unit type Think Server with a xeon E3 £80-£120
1226 V3 3.3 gigahertz processor, 8GB RAM, 2 x 1TB hard
disk drives, and comes with Windows Server 2010 flash,
monitor, keyboard and mouse - 240v trade
265.V - One desktop PC type Think Centre with an Intel Core i5 £40-£80
3.2 GHz processor, 4GB RAM, 160gb hard disk drive
running Windows 10 64-bit, which has been activated.
Comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse - 240v trade
266.V - One desktop PC type Think Centre with an I5 3.2 GHz
£40-£80
processor, 4GB RAM, 160gb hard disk drive running
Windows 7 64-bit which has been activated. Comes with
monitor, keyboard and mouse - 240v trade
267.V - One desktop PC by Lenovo type Think Centre with an
£80-£120
i5 gen 4 2.7 GB processor, 4GB RAM, 500GB hard disk
drive running Windows 10 64-bit which has been activated.
Comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse - 240V trade
268.V - One tower PC by Lenovo Think Centre with an i5 gen 4 £80-£120
2.7 GB processor, 4GB RAM, 500GB hard disk drive
running Windows 10 64-bit which has been activated.
Comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse - 240v trade
269.V - One tower PC by Lenovo type Think Centre with an i5
£80-£120
gen 4 2.9 gigahertz processor, 4GB RAM, 500GB hard disk
drive running 64-bit Windows 10, which has been activated.
Comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse - 240v trade
270.V - One tower PC by Lenovo type Think Centre with with
£40-£80
an i5 gen 2 3.4 gigahertz processor, 8GB RAM, 500GB
hard disk drive running Windows 10 64-bit which has been
activated. Comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse - 240v
trade
271.V - 1 Nikon digital camera type D3200 24.2 megapixel, four £80-£160
lenses a flash and a soft carry case. Contents of two
shelves - trade
272.V - A quantity of various electronic items including two
£20-£40
dictaphones, dampness measure, a laser measure and
DrayTek vigor 2830n. Contents of two shelves - 240v trade
273.V –Lots 273-276 are blank
277.M - A 40-inch Ultra HDTV by Samsung Type ue40ju6400k £100-£150
comes with stand and remote control - 240v trade
278.M - 1 Panasonic stereo system with double cassette,
£20-£30
equaliser, tuner, compact disc player and automatic
turntable system. Comes with two Wharfedale speakers 240 volt trade
279.M - A large quantity of Xbox 360 items including an Xbox
£30-£60
360 console, Kinect sensor, Rock Star drums, guitars,
power supplies etc. 240v trade
280.M - A large quantity of Nintendo Wii related items including
£30-£60
two Wii consoles, power supplies, sensor bars, wiimotes,
nunchuks, Wii Fit boards etc.- 240v trade
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281.M - A large quantity of playstation related items including 2
X PS2 console, 2 x PlayStation One consoles, Guitar Hero
3, controllers, a venom steering wheel etc. Contents of one
wide shelf - 240v trade
282.M - 2 x large flat screen 40 inch monitors by Samsung type
Syncmaster 400 MX, no stands or remotes are included 240v trade
283.M - 2 x large flat screen 40 inch monitors by Samsung
Type syncmaster 400 MX-3, no stand or remote is included
- 240v trade
284.M - 3 x large flat screen 40 inch monitors by Samsung type
Syncmaster 400 MX-3, no stand or remote is included 240v trade
285.M - One large 50 inch flat screen TV by LG model number
50 ps3000. Please note monitor screen has burnt images,
comes with stand - 240v trade
286.M - A large quantity of DVD's, quantity of 4 shelves
287.M - A large quantity of DVD's, quantity of 4 shelves
288.M - A large quantity of DVD's, quantity of 4 shelves
289.M - A large quantity of DVD's, quantity of 4 shelves
290.M - A large quantity of DVD's, quantity of 4 shelves
291.M - A large quantity of DVD's, quantity of 4 shelves
292.M - A large quantity of DVD's, quantity of 4 shelves
293.M - A large quantity of DVD's, quantity of 4 shelves
294.M - A large quantity of DVD's, quantity of 4 shelves
295.M - A large quantity of DVD's, quantity of 4 shelves
296.V - 1 Toshiba Strata phone system including 11 Toshiba
phones. Contents of two shelves 240v - trade
297.M - A quantity of various IT related items including two
monitors, 3 TV boxes, keyboards etc. Contents of two
shelves - 240v trade
298.M - A quantity of various IT related items including a
monitor, two Tower PCs and a digital TV adaptor - 240v
trade. Contents of one shelf
299.M - 3 x comb binding machines and a quantity of office
folders
300.M - A quantity of various gifts related items including Mega
Bloks building sets, football collectables, fishing items etc.
Contents of 4 shelves
301.M - A large quantity of transcendence extra long glass
straws/pipes with nylon pipe cleaner
302.M - A quantity of various gift related items including
backpacks, bouncy balls etc. Contents of three shelves
303.M - A quantity of various gift related items including beach
tennis sets, fireman sets, various toys etc. Contents of four
shelves
304.M - A quantity of fitness related items including fitness fibre
sis isotonic energy gel and a flight case for DVDs. Contents
of three shelves
305.M - A quantity of various gift related items including photo
albums, a stool, vintage tennis rackets, crystal etc.
Contents of 3 shelves
306.M - A large quantity of Kodak photo paper and LEGO
Friends playmats
307.M - A large quantity of festival sunglasses, approx. 30
boxes of 10, contents of one shelf
307A.M - A large quantity of festival sunglasses, approx. 30
boxes of 10, contents of one shelf
307B.M - A large quantity of festival sunglasses, approx. 30
boxes of 10, contents of one shelf
308.M - A large quantity of various Playmobil sets, contents of
four shelves
309.M - A quantity of beauty products and and a Nodor
dartboard
310.V – Lots 310-320 are blank
321.V - One bowl pendant light and a 7 lamp chandelier style
pendant lamp RRP over £200
322.V - 2 x pendant lights by Lampex type Salta 3 RRP over
£190
323.V - 3 various LED bathroom light bars by Eglo RRP just
under £200
324.V - 2 x 9 lamp hanging pendant lights by Endon type Orta
RRP £160.99 each

£20-£40

£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£60
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£40-£80
£20-£30
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£80
£60-£80
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325.V - 6 various lamp shades RRP in excess of £150
326.V - 1 molecular multi-coloured bauble 10 lamp chandelier
style pendant light by Febland RRP £178.99
327.V - One unused boxed ceiling fan by Faro type Honolulu
RRP £182.89
328.V - 2 x three lamp kitchen island pendant lights RRP in
excess of £200
329.V - A 3 lamp kitchen island pendant light and two lamp
shades by Pagazzi RRP over £200
330.V - A quantity of various lighting including three black
downlights, two 3 lamp flush fitting lights and one other
dome pendants RRP over £200, contents of one shelf
331.V - 1 x 3 lamp kitchen island pendant by Eglise RRP
£166.99
332.V - 1 tower 6 lamp cluster pendant light RRP £125.99
333.V - 6 various lights including 2 two flush fitting Mount, one
dome pendant, 2 outdoor sconce etc. RRP over £200
334.V - One boxed 3 blade ceiling fan with remote by Faro type
easy Barcelona RRP £159.99
335.V - 8 various lampshades RRP over £300
336.V - 1 x decorative pendant light type Janus
337.V - Two white cone pendant lights RRP £166.99 each
338.V - 1 x 5 lamp LED kitchen island pendant RRP £134.99
339.V - One white single lamp pendant light RRP £81.99
340.V - 1 x 8 lamp chandelier style light type Meredith RRP
£165.60
341.V - A quantity of various lights including a 6 lamp
chandelier style light and two uplighters RRP over £180
342.V - 3 various globe pendant lights RRP over £150
343.V - A crystal pendant light type Mancunia RRP £199.99
344.V - 2 x 5 lamp flush fitting chrome effect lights RRP
£121.99 each
345.V - A quantity of various pictures prints and wall art RRP is
in excess of £250
346.V - A quantity of various pictures prints and wall art items
are in excess of £300
347.V - 1 outdoor 3 light lamp post and two dome effect
pendant lights RRP over £200. Contents of one shelf
348.V - A classic 12 lamp candle style chandelier RRP £425.99
349.V - 2 lights, 1 x 2 bulb led spotlight bar and a flush mount
Montgomery light RRP over £170
350.V - 1 x 3 lamp kitchen island pendant light, 1 copper and 1
gold pendant lights RRP over £160
351.V - Quantity of various lights including a 3 lamp semi flush
modern chrome light, 1 pendant light by Blyton, a wall light
and a semi flush mounted light type Firenz RRP over £200.
Contents of one shelf
352.V - 3 chrome effect pendant lights by Schuller RRP £62.99
Each
353.V - Two crystal effect hanging pendant lights by Elk and
one large green globe light RRP over £150
354.V - 3 various lights, including a flush fitting LED, a dome
pendant light and an oval Dome pendant light RRP over
£150
355.V - Two large lantern style pendant lights RRP over £150
356.V - 2 domed pendant lights and two domed wall lights RRP
over £200
357.V - 1 x 5 light shaded chandelier type Zooey RRP £132.99
358.V - Various lights and lampshades including two chrome
effect pendant spotlights RRP over £200
359.V - Two wall lights chrome effect type Domina RRP £89.99
each
360.V - A 15 lamp semi flush mount light by Eglo type
Campania RRP £209.99
361.V - 3 x 2 lamp wall lights by searchlight RRP £62.99 each
362.V - Three bare pendant lights with Edison light bulbs RRP
over £130
363.V - 4 wall top outdoor lights by Trio type Alma RRP £45.99
each
364.V - 4 x 1 lamp semi flush mount lights by Sollux type Glick
RRP £65.99 each
365.V - One drum effect pendant light with chrome finish and 3
wall mounted lights RRP over £240

£30-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£80
£30-£50
£30-£40
£40-£60
£30-£50
£60-£80
£20-£30
£60-£80
£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£50
£40-£80
£30-£50
£40-£60
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£60-£80
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£30-£50
£30-£50
£40-£50

£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£30
£40-£60
£25-£50
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£50
£20-£40
£40-£60
£50-£60
£50-£60
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366.V - Three drum effect flush fitting lights and 1 flush fitting
ceiling light RRP over £350
367.V - 6 various glass lamp shades
368.V - 2 x 4 lamp flush ceiling lights and one pendant lights
RRP over £100
369.V - One crystal effect drum type flush fitting ceiling light
RRP £223.99
370.V - 2 x Lantern effect pendant light RRP £85.99 each
371.V - 1 chrome effect plate etched ceiling light type Corry
RRP £70
372.V - 2 two armed wall lights by Mark Slujd type Corse RRP
£101.99 each
373.V - 6 various lights including a globe pendant light 2 candle
wall lights etc. RRP in excess of £300
374.V - 1 ceiling fan and four uplighters RRP over £200
375.V - 1 x 3 lamp chandelier style shaded light, 1 flush LED
and one uplighter RRP over £150
376.V - 1 x 3 lamp kitchen island pendant light, a 5 lamp crystal
style chandelier type light and a glass pendant light RRP
over £250
377.V - A quantity of various lights and lampshades, contents of
one shelf
378.V - 1x 8 light crystal style chandelier pendant type Clarence
RRP £112
379.V - 1x 5 light shaded chandelier by Endon type Fiennes
RRP £166.99
380.V - A large quantity of lampshades, contents of three
shelves
381.V - 1 x 4 LED kitchen island pendant a 3 Light kitchen
island pendant and a 3 lamp bar kitchen island pendant
RRP £200
382.V - A large quantity of lampshades, contents of two shelves
383.V - 1 floor standing light by Mark Slojd and two other floor
standing lights RRP over £200
384.V - One large tripod floor lamp with drum shade
385.V - 1 tripod floor lamp with black and gold drum shade
386.V - 1 tripod floor lamp with beige drum shade
387.V - 1 one vintage style movie spotlight tripod floor lamp
388.V - 1 vintage style tripod floor lamp with beige drum shade
389.V - 1 tripod floor lamp in an industrial style RRP £120
390.V - 1 tripod floor lamp in an industrial style RRP £120
391.V - 1 lattice trellis garden planter RRP £69.99
392.V - 1 rattan effect garden 420l plastic storage box RRP
£78.99
393.V - A 3 m x 3 m garden gazebo/marquee with sides
394.V - 4 black sun loungers by Outsunny
395.V - One garden swing chair by Globo RRP £379.99
396.V - 1 wooden garden bench type Mollie RRP £49.99
397.V - 1 wooden garden bench type Mollie RRP £49.99
398.V - 1 iron bench by Klatt RRP £65.99
399.V - Five grey sun loungers by Outsunny
400.V - 1 deluxe gazebo by Kingfisher 3M by 3M
401.V - One garden parasol 2.4 m with crank & tilt with base,
and a balcony wall flush parasol with a resin freestanding
half umbrella base
402.V - 2 garden gazebos one by Outsunny and one by Garden
Vida
403.V - Two reclining sun loungers by Splendid RRP £105.99
each
404.V - 1 x 4-burner liquid propane barbecue grill RRP £167.99
405.V - 1 folding daybed sofa/bench/wooden lounger with
cushions by Outsunny RRP £199.99
406.V - 1 plastic garden 3 part recycling bin RRP £80.99
407.V - 1 plastic garden store by Keter RRP £199.99 1150l
408.V - 1 steel wood burning fire pit type Catherine RRP £55.99
by Outsunny
409.V - 1 wooden corner garden seat and one coffee table
410.V - 2 tall fibreglass planters
411.V - A square 2.7 m cantilever parasol by Schneider type
Rhodos Junior in apple green RRP £295.99 comes with
umbrella base RRP £68.99
412.V - Two traditional garden parasols, no bases
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£40-£60
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413.V - 1 garden marquee/gazebo with sides 3m x 6m in white
by garden Vida RRP £149 99
414.V - A small folding rattan coffee table by Outsunny
415.V - One garden parasol in beige with solar powered LED
lights and a base RRP £68.99
416.V - 2 folding garden chairs and a 90 cm double folding
table type Manhattan by Royalcraft RRP over £100
417.V - A 3 seater swing chair by Outsunny type 84a054 in
Black RRP £69.99
418.V - 1 gas fired fire pit with coals
419.V - One garden fire pit/pizza cooker RRP £79.99
420.V - 1 square fire pit barbecue grill RRP £94.95
421.V - One garden rattan bistro set with cushions by Kinsler
RRP £125.99
422.V - 1 wooden garden folding dining table type Baltimore
RRP £104.99
423.V - A 4 seater rattan sofa set with coffee table RRP
£166.99
424.V - One large cantilever parasol by Outsunny with
(misfitting) umbrella base
425.V - One garden rattan bench type Roxanne RRP £57.99
426.V - 1 one triple weave grey medium cushion storage box by
Signature RRP £270
427.V - 1 square garden aluminium dining table with glass top
RRP £89.99
428.V - 1 boxed square garden aluminium dining table with
glass top RRP £89.99
429.V - One light grey rattan adjustable height garden table with
granite effect top
430.V - One boxed light grey rattan adjustable height garden
table with granite effect top
431.V - 1 cast aluminium 3-piece bistro set in black RRP
£117.99
432.V - Two white garden planter boxes type Crosby
433.V - 1 x 3M cantilever umbrella by Outsunny, no parasol
weights are included
434.V - One black rocking sun lounger by Outsunny
435.V - One large round metal frame glass top garden table
436.V - 1 tall free-standing mirror in a ornate gold coloured
frame RRP £82.99
437.V - 1 black wood effect plastic garden rectangular table
438.V - 1 one small oval cast iron fire pit by Fancy Flames RRP
£81.99
439.V - 1 tall pub table by Sussex Shores RRP £329.99
440.V - 1 decorative barrel electric fountain by Outsunny RRP
£65.99
441.V - One compact wooden garden tool shed by Kingfisher
size 178 x 51 x 77 cm RRP £164.99
442.V - One large cantilever parasol by Gentile with umbrella
base
443.V - Catalogue is now blank until Lot 500
501.M - A rectangular bevelled wall mirror in an ornate gilt
frame
502.M - A vintage fire bellows, a vintage foot compressor, a
vintage fire bell & a vintage clocking in and out machine (2
shelves)
503.M - A quantity of miscellaneous boxed Star Wars figures
and similar (4 shelves)
504.M - Two sets in boules (one shelf)
505.M - Two sets of vintage kitchen scales, a copper kettle, 7
various vintage flat irons and other ornaments (2 shelves)
506.M - A collection of vintage Punch magazines and a
collection of vintage Treasure magazines (2 shelves)
507.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames (2
shelves)
508.M - Vintage wooden cased wall mounted telephone
instrument
509.M - Miscellaneous mantel clocks, miscellaneous drinking
glasses and miscellaneous chinaware and ornaments etc
(6 shelves)
510.V - Blank lot

£30-£50
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£60
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£80
£30-£60
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£20-£30
£20-£30
£80-£100
£80-£100
£30-£40
£20-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£40
£20-£40
£20-£30
£20-£30
£65-£80
£20-£30
£30-£60
£20-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
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511.M - Large willow pattern meat plate, various large flagons,
Victorian stoneware bottles and miscellaneous ornaments
etc. (4 shelves)
512.M - Violin in a case, 2 coolie hats and a quantity of
miscellaneous ornaments etc (four shelves)
513.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books (one shelf)
514.M - A large wooden cased wall clock
515.M - 1960s vintage coffee set, a vintage photographic
enlarger and a quantity of miscellaneous pictures, China,
glass and ornaments etc (6 shelves)
516.V – Lots 516-521 are blank
522.M - A quantity of miscellaneous LP and single records (two
shelves)
523.M - A quantity of miscellaneous annuals, books and CDs
etc
524.M - A large rectangular bevelled wall mirror in an ornate gilt
frame
525.M - A shaped wall mirror in an ornate gilt frame
526.M - Two rectangular wall mirrors in silver coloured frames
527.M - A rectangular wall mirror in a white frame, a quantity of
miscellaneous pictures and frames
528.M - A replica mounted fish
529.M - A quantity of encyclopaedia du Meuble with many black
and white plates of furniture and a quantity of unframed
pictures
530.M - Vintage photographic enlarger and various vintage
electrical controllers etc
531.M - A quantity of miscellaneous 1950s 60s vintage
Christmas decorations
532.M - A large quantity of Lego and miscellaneous other toys
533.M - 10 Misc vintage vanity cases and small suitcases etc
534.M - A replica retro divers helmet
535.M - A copper samovar, a brass bell and 7 vintage glass
light shades
536.M - An oval bevelled wall mirror in an inlaid frame, a
pictorial plate and a decorative ornamental barrel
537.M - 4 vintage military helmets
538.M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage gas masks
539.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
540.M - A vintage PSE Laser Magnum compound archery bow
with Timeless Archery sight, JDA Fail Safe Hunter trigger,
counter weights, soft carry case etc, believed to be 28 inch
draw / 50 lb pull
541.M - A vintage Diana .177 air rifle
542.M - A large framed collage of three pots
543.M - A large gilt framed oil painting of a woodland scene
signed "Simon"
544.M - A stuffed and mounted boars head
545.M - 4 unframed canvas prints of clothed humanized
animals
546.M - A framed limited edition signed print of sheep and
Shepherds Hut and a small framed print
547.V - Various retro enamelled street signs and other signs
548.M - A large Japanese painted scroll of a waterfall
549.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
550.M - A pr. of signed black and white engravings of 17th
century figures by Armand Mathey
551.M - A gilt framed oil on canvas, subject: country house with
peacocks
552.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
553.M - A gilt framed oil on canvas, subject: portrait of an 18th
century gentleman
554.M - A gilt framed oil on canvas, subject: portrait of an 18th
century lady
555.M - A small framed hand coloured print of English architect
Inigo Jones
556.M - A gilt framed coloured print of a man with black hat
557.M - A gilt framed oil on canvas, subject: an early 19th
century gentleman
558.M - A gilt framed oil on canvas, subject: a 17th century
gentleman
559.M - A small gilt framed coloured print of a man with red hat
560.M - 2 framed mirrors

£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£40-£60
£10-£20
£5-£10
£20-£30
£10-£20
£5-£10
£25-£50

£20-£30
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£10-£20
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561.M - A quantity of unframed pictures on canvas
£10-£20
562.M - A set of four small framed Japanese bird paintings
£10-£20
563.M - "Operation Bodenplatte" by Nicolas Trudgian, Luftwaffe £90-£120
veteran signed limited edition print no 29/60 Artist Special
Reserve, framed and supplied with certificate of
Authenticity
564.M - A large framed textured canvas print of Native
£20-£40
Americans "opening the sacred bundle"
565.M - 2 framed prints of military engineers
£10-£20
566.M - 2 framed prints of early 19th century military campaigns £20-£30
567.M - A yellow and black oval enamel advertising sign
£10-£20
"valvoline"
568.M - 2 gilt framed wall mirrors
£5-£10
569.M - A pair of framed Japanese character prints
£5-£10
570.M - 5 framed early replica photographs
£10-£20
571.M - A framed photographic portrait of Her Majesty the
£10-£20
Queen and a framed black and white print
572.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
£10-£20
573.M - A tall figure of Nelson, a figure of a mounted knight in
£10-£20
armour, a copy of "the kiss" and 4 other small statues
574.M - A ladies fur coat
£10-£20
575.V - Blank lot
576.V - Blank lot
577.M - Two cutlery canteens and a quantity of silver-plated
£5-£10
cutlery
578.M - A Diana air pistol, an elaborate crucifix, a brass and
£10-£20
silver plated tray, a police truncheon, an engraved brass
shot dispenser and the quantity of collectible items and
miscellanea
579.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glass
£10-£20
ornaments and glassware etc
580.M - An illustrated record of the Boer War, a 1977 page 3
£10-£20
calendar and a quantity of miscellaneous interesting books
and albums
581.M - A Lladro table lamp and a quantity of miscellaneous
£10-£20
decorative ornaments and chinaware etc
582.M - 3 retro pocket watches
£10-£20
583.M - A large replica bust of a girl with a bonnet
£10-£20
584.M - A blue and white decorative Royal Worcester Medici
£20-£50
dinner and tea service
585.M - Two small ruby red engraved wine glasses
£10-£20
586.M - A string of simulated pearls and diamante/paste
£10-£20
necklace
587.M - A small engraved silver cigarette case approximately
£20-£40
107 grams
588.M - A small quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery
£20-£50
including brooches, pen knives and thimble
589.M - 5 early Georgian silver desert spoons and a silver
£100-£150
spoon and fork with agate handle
590.M - A miniature leather-bound book "wreath of forget-me£10-£20
not"
591.M - One volume of the Universal Home Doctor and various
£10-£20
Giles annuals etc
592.M - 3 railway maps of Great Britain
£10-£20
593.M - 2 two coloured early bullfighting prints, a coloured
£20-£30
hunting print and two coloured comical shooting prints
594.M - A blue and white enamelled sign "Adolf Hitler Strasse" £100-£200
with some damage to centre and a "Lyons Tea" enamelled
sign
595.M - A quantity of miscellaneous coins and banknotes
£10-£20
596.M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery and
£10-£20
trinkets (basket not included)
597.M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery and
£10-£20
trinkets (basket not included)
£10-£20
598.M - 2 vintage overcoats and various other vintage clothing
599.M - 3 Vintage fishing reels
£20-£50
600.M - 1 leather bound volume of British moths
£10-£20
601.M - Two small wooden carved tribal masks
£10-£20
602.M - Three bottles of red wine "Les Fiefs de Lagrange"
£10-£20
603.M - Small quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware
£10-£20
and fabrics
604.M - Boxed set of six onyx goblets
£10-£20
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605.M - A collection of spick and span 1970s vintage glamour
Magazines
606.M - A set of 5 Wade NatWest piggy banks
607.M - Two mid 19th century naval documents
608.M - 4 decorative vintage handbags
609.M - An oval brass cased carriage clock and a leather carry
case
610.M - A pair of country artists owls and a pair of dancing
figures
611.M - Set of three floral pattern graduated jugs, three
decorated paper weights and a set of stem glasses
612.M - Quantity of miscellaneous card games and packs of
playing cards etc
613.M - A cast iron Mr Punch door stop, two silver plated entree
dishes and two small metal ornaments
614.M - A quantity of pale blue and grey Poole Pottery dinner
and teaware
615.M - Quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware
616.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous seashells, coral,
fossils and minerals etc
617.M - A vintage button accordion melodeon
618.M - A vintage button concertina
619.M - A floral pattern Royal Albert tea and coffee service
620.M - A 5 piece silver-plated tea set, three pairs of silver
plated candlesticks and miscellaneous silver-plated ware
621.M - Quantity of miscellaneous decorating chinaware and
ornaments etc
622.M - An enamelled globe of the world, a decorative
cloisonné plate, decorative vintage magnifying glass and a
quantity of miscellaneous ornaments etc
623.M - A quantity of brown and white patterned Masons
breakfast ware
624.M - A large Blue and white decorated ceramic stick stand
625.M - 4 decorative lacquered Mah Jong racks with some
counters
626.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware
627.M - A 1926 to 2006 royal commemorative plate
628.M - 4 large Royal Doulton character jugs "Viking" "Regency
beau" Old salt" and "Veteran motorist"
629.M - 3 large Royal Doulton character jugs, "Don Quixote"
"Pied Piper" and "the gardener"
630.M - An ornamental cast iron weather vane and a quantity of
horse hames etc
631.M - An ornate cast iron sundial
632.M - A qty. of misc. large decorative vases
633.M - Various albums, postcards, a vintage world clock, a
miniature oriental screen and miscellanea etc.
634.M - An oriental lacquered divisional box, an ornamental
Guinness Tankard and a pair of metal drinking flasks
635.M - Quantity of miscellaneous diecast model vehicles
636.M - A Beswick champion farm pig and a quantity of
ornaments and chinaware
637.M - Quantity of miscellaneous decorative silver-plated ware
and cutlery
638.M - A blue and white willow pattern meat plate, a quantity
of blue and white teaware and a quantity of decorative
breakfast and teaware
639.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware
640.M - An ornamental gypsy caravan and a large quantity of
miscellaneous decorative brass and metal ware
641.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative wall plates
642.V – Lots 642 to 650 are blank
651.M - A decorative Art Deco Edwardian cast iron fire surround
(no mantle shelf) and a knight companion set
652.M - An oval overmantle mirror in a carved mahogany frame
653.M - A small mahogany cabinet/dresser with open shelves 1
drawer 2 doors
654.M - Mahogany cased Vienna wall clock with a brass
mounted dial and Pendulum
655.V - A pair of decorative white metal candlesticks
656.V - A black and gilt lacquered rectangular topped jardiniere
stand with shelf under

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£20-£50
£20-£50
£20-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£60-£80
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
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657.M - A Georgian inlaid oak country dresser with 3 open
shelves, 6 drawers and two doors with brass drop handles
658.M - A heavily carved oak display cabinet with two large
glass panelled doors enclosing adjustable shelves
659.M - A mahogany cased Vienna wall clock with a brass
mounted dial and Pendulum
660.M - A floral embroidered fourfold fabric draught screen
661.M - An impressive Victorian pine kitchen dresser with 8
adjustable open shelves above, 4 drawers and 3 panel
doors below
662.M - An Edwardian inlaid mahogany triple wardrobe with
with one mirrored and two panelled doors
663.V - A 1950s vintage Birds Eye maple wood double
wardrobe with matching gentleman's companion piece
664.M - A pair of of a replica church floor brasses of a knight
and his lady
665.M - A pair of ornate decorative cast iron bench ends
666.M - A decorative double Begere French style double bed
667.V - A set of three matching ivory ground floral patterned
carpets
668.M - A red ground floor patterned cashmere rug 3.3 m by
2.4 m
669.M - A blue ground Persian panel design cashmere rug 3.3
m by 2.4 m
670.V - A large black, grey and white contemporary design
carpet RRP £439.99
671.V - A large fawn ground floral patterned traditional design
carpet
672.M - An ivory ground floral medallion cashmere carpet 3.3 m
by 2.4 m
672a.V - One large cream woolen shaggy rug 240 x 340
672b.V - 1 cream ground traditional style blue patterned carpet
240 x 340 RRP £466.99
672c.V - One large grey ground rug 200 x 300cm RRP £165
672d.V - 1 light grey ground blue and red medallion style
traditional patterned carpet by Safavieh type Bristol RRP
£355
672e.V - One blue ground traditional patterned rug by Safavieh
type Bristol RRP £355
673.M - A large floral patterned traditional design carpet
674.M - A fawn ground floral patterned Chinese carpet and a
rag rug
675.M - A large floral patterned blue and red traditional design
carpet
676.M - A multi-coloured oriental rug
677.M - A large multi-coloured traditional patterned oriental
carpet
677a.M - Glass top card table with turned legs
678.M - A vintage wickerwork tub chair and similar linen box
679.M - 11 miscellaneous similar mahogany dining chairs
680.M - A walnut "D" end extending dining table on cabriole
legs and a set of 6 matching ladder backed dining chairs
681.M - 18 miscellaneous kitchen/dining chairs
682.M - A fawn floral upholstered chaise longue
683.M - An upholstered piano stool and a small green painted
bedside cabinet
684.V - Blank lot
685.M - A grey painted bedside cabinet with a marble top
686.M - A four fold fabric draught screen
687.M - A vintage swivel office chair
688.M - A vintage 2 tier tea trolley and two small coffee tables
689.M - A wooden framed glass topped coffee table with shelf
under
690.M - A vintage brown upholstered swivel lounge chair
691.M - A Victorian yellow floral painted dressing chest with
swing mirror
692.M - An Edwardian child's wooden high chair and a white
painted American rocking chair
693.M - An upholstered folding chair, a wooden elbow chair and
a nest of three decorative coffee tables
694.M - A light wood shaped top pedestal table with four
splayed legs
695.M - An oak display cabinet with a glass door

£200-£300
£100-£200
£10-£20
£10-£20
£250-£350
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£30-£50
£100-£200
£240-£300
£240-£300
£80-£100
£50-£100
£240-£300
£50-£100
£80-£120
£30-£60
£60-£120
£60-£120
£50-£100
£20-£40
£50-£100
£10-£20
£50-£100
£10-£20
£5-£10
£20-£40
£20-£50
£20-£50
£20-£40
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
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696.M - A Victorian mahogany oval topped pedestal table with
four splayed legs
697.M - A carved golden oak sideboard with 2 drawers and 4
panel doors
698.M - A metal framed table and a stuffed pheasant
699.M - A heavy cream coloured urn shaped table lamp (Trade)
700.M - A mahogany rectangular top washstand with one
drawer and shelf under
701.M - A mahogany shaped top occasional table with shelf
under
702.M - An oak rectangular top drawer leaf coffee table
703.M - A reproduction mahogany rectangular topped pedestal
desk with a tooled leather surface and 9 drawers
704.M - An oak oval topped drop leaf gateleg table
705.M - Two small mahogany bedside cabinets
706.M - A mahogany semi circular side table
707.M - An Edwardian oak swivel office tub chair
708.V - A set of 6 Regency striped upholstered mahogany
dining chairs
709.V - A mahogany commode chair with a lift seat and two
pairs of wooden chairs
710.M - A mahogany kidney shaped occasional table with shelf
under
711.M - Two decorative table lamps with shades (trade)
712.M - A reproduction mahogany twin pedestal d-end dining
table with centre leaf
713.M - A heavily carved hardwood two part circular table with
scalloped trim on cabriole legs
714.M - An Edwardian oak wind out dining table on turned legs
with a set of 6 matching dining chairs - handle in auction
office
715.M - 10 vintage tubular stacking chairs with canvas seats
716.M - A replica brass ship's Bridge to engine room Telegraph
717.M - A set of four vintage elm Chapel chairs
718.M - A set of 6 (4 +2) studded oak framed dining chairs
719.M - Victorian pine rectangular topped kitchen table with two
drawers on turned legs
720.M - Three miscellaneous coloured rugs
721.M - A Victorian grey painted rectangular topped mahogany
writing table with two drawers on turned legs
722.M - A rectangular top pine kitchen table on square legs
723.M - A metal and wooden bound domed top cabin truck with
a lift lid
724.M - A Victorian rectangular topped pine kitchen table with
one drawer on turned legs
725.M - A Victorian rectangular topped pine kitchen table on
turned legs
726.M - A set of three vintage leather bound suitcases
727.M - A Victorian rectangular topped pine kitchen table with
one drawer on turned legs
728.M - 4 miscellaneous wooden kitchen chairs
729.M - A mahogany drop leaf Pembroke table on turned legs
730.M - An oak drop leaf Pembroke table on square tapered
legs
731.M - A golden oak bureau with a fall front and 3 drawers
under
732.M - A small decorative spinning chair
733.M - A mahogany rectangular pedestal table with a tripod
base
734.M - An Edwardian bentwood tub chair with a circular seat
735.M - A pair of Edwardian smokers bow chairs with spindle
backs and turned legs
736.M - A set of 7 spindle back kitchen chairs with circular
wooden seats
737.M - Victorian pine rectangular top kitchen table with one
drawer on turned legs
738.M - A 19th Century pine blanket box with a lift lid
739.M - A Victorian pine rectangular kitchen table on turned
legs
740.M - A large rectangular topped pine farmhouse kitchen
table on the square legs
741.M - 4 decorative barrels

£10-£20
£20-£30
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£20-£30
£20-£40
£40-£80
£10-£20
£30-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£40
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£80
£10-£20
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742.M - a rectangular top pine kitchen table with one drawer on
£20-£30
the square legs
743.M - Vintage leather bound trunk, a large glass storage jar
£10-£20
and a storage basket
744.M - A set of four Edwardian oak smokers bow chairs each
£20-£40
with a leather seat
745.M - A carved oak coat rack
£10-£20
746.M - A large rectangular top pine farmhouse kitchen table on £50-£80
turned legs
747.M - A small pine kitchen table and 3 stools
£10-£20
748.M - A Victorian pine rectangular kitchen table with one
£20-£40
drawer on turned legs
749.M - A small circular oak pedestal table with a tripod base
£10-£20
750.M - An Edwardian mahogany tub chair with gilded purple
£20-£50
upholstery
751.M - Decorative multi coloured Indian wedding chair
£20-£30
752.M - A carved mahogany elbow chair with tapestry
£10-£20
upholstery
753.M - A Victorian elm slat back elbow chair with a wooden
£20-£40
seat
754.M - A Victorian elm spindle back elbow chair with a wooden £20-£40
seat
755.M - A Victorian elm spindle back elbow chair with a wooden £20-£40
seat
756.M - A burgundy leather button back wing chair with
£50-£100
footstool
757.M - A brown buttoned leather wing chair
£50-£120
758.M - An Edwardian inlaid mahogany cased upright piano by
£10-£20
Godfrey
759.M - A Victorian mahogany chest of four graduated drawers
£20-£40
760.M - An Edwardian marquetry inlaid walnut display cabinet
£20-£30
with a glazed door enclosing lined shelves
761.M - A nest of 3 rectangular top coffee tables with slim
£10-£20
turned legs
762.M - A small mahogany floor standing cabinet with 2 doors
£10-£20
763.M - A Victorian light mahogany framed dressing mirror
£5-£10
764.M - An early mahogany cross banded chest of 2 short and
£30-£50
3 long drawers with drop handles on bracket feet
765.M - An early marquetry inlaid oak wall hanging corner
£20-£30
cabinet with 1 door
766.M - A Victorian slat back elm elbow chair
£20-£40
767.M - A Victorian slat back elm elbow chair
£20-£40
768.M - A heavily carved oak cane seat elbow
£20-£40
769.M - A 19th Century oak two seater settle
£20-£40
770.M - A brown painted six-seater Chapel pew with lift seats
£50-£100
771.M - A carved oak coffer with a lift lid and three panel front
£40-£80
772.M - A Victorian rectangular topped pine kitchen table with
£30-£50
one drawer on turned legs
773.M - A large Victorian rectangular top pine kitchen table with £40-£60
two drawers on turned legs
774.M - A heavily carved oriental camphor wood chest with a lift £20-£40
lid
775.M - A heavy oak rectangular topped country kitchen table
£60-£120
on turned legs
776.M - A pair of of heavy oak table benches
£30-£60
777.M - A mahogany rectangular top writing table with 3
£20-£30
drawers
778.M - A carved mahogany dressing stool with a green floral
£20-£30
tapestry seat on ball and Claw feet
779.M - A heavily carved oak elbow chair with griffin motif and
£50-£100
lion elbows
780.M - A heavily carved oak elbow chair with scroll arms and
£50-£100
wine coloured upholstery
781.M - A carved oak elbow chair with lion motif, carved lion
£50-£100
elbows & green upholstery
782.M - An early inlaid oak 3 seater settle with a lift seat
£80-£120
783.M - A heavily carved oak 3 seater settle with baronial
£100-£200
plaques
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Day 1 Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am
Office furniture, Catering equip, carpets & rugs,
Home furnishings
1001.V - 1 tall / wide 10 drawer index type cabinet
1002.V - 1 tall / wide 10 drawer index type cabinet
1003.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1004.V - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1005.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1006.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1007.M - 3 free standing bays of red metal boltless stores type
racking
1008.M - 4 small white benches
1009.V - 1 wheeled unit with 2 large doors containing a magnetic
dry wipe board and a pull down projection screen
1010.V - 1 pallet containing approx 200 grey patterned carpet
tiles each at 500mm x 500mm
1011.V - A quantity of approx 50 good quality grey patterned
carpet tiles by Shaw each at 610mm x 610mm
1012.V - A quantity of approx 50 good quality grey patterned
carpet tiles by Shaw each at 610mm x 610mm
1013.V - A quantity of approx 100 good quality grey patterned
carpet tiles by Shaw each at 610mm x 610mm
1014.V - A quantity of approx 100 good quality grey patterned
carpet tiles by Shaw each at 610mm x 610mm
1015.V - A three section 15 drawer coffee / cream plan chest
1016.M - 1 fire resisting safe by Sentry type S3817 supplied with
key and combination
1017.M - 1 fire resisting safe by Sentry type 1380 supplied with
combination (no key required)
1018.V - Blank lot
1019.V - 4 freestanding bays of white metal boltless stores type
racking - 2 single bays and 2 are bolted back to back
1020.V - 3 freestanding bays of white metal boltless stores type
racking - 3 single bays
1021.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1022.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1023.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1024.V - 1 metal 3 drawer filing cabinet
1025.V - 1 metal 3 drawer filing cabinet
1026.V - 1 grey metal 3 drawer filing cabinet
1027.V - 1 silver metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley
1028.V - 5 grey / green metal 6 door personnel lockers supplied
with all keys
1029.V - 4 grey / red metal 6 door personnel lockers supplied
with all keys
1030.V - 1 grey metal 4 door personnel locker supplied with all
keys
1031.V - 2 wheeled double depth shelf units
1032.V - A run of 5 bays (6 uprights) of white metal boltless
stores type racking with metal shelves - wheeled cage is
not included
1033.V - A run of 5 bays (6 uprights) of white metal boltless
stores type racking with metal shelves - wheeled cage is
not included
1034.V - A run of 5 bays (6 uprights) of white metal boltless
stores type racking with metal shelves - wheeled cage is
not included
1035.V - A run of 5 bays (6 uprights) of white metal boltless
stores type racking with metal shelves - wheeled cage is
not included
1036.V - A run of 5 bays (6 uprights) of white metal boltless
stores type racking with metal shelves - wheeled cage is
not included
1037.V - A run of 5 bays (6 uprights) of white metal boltless
stores type racking with metal shelves - wheeled cage is
not included
1038.V - A run of 4 bays (5 uprights) of white metal boltless
stores type racking with metal shelves - wheeled cage is
not included

£40-£70
£40-£70
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£70
£15-£30
£40-£70
£60-£100
£50-£100
£50-£100
£100-£200
£100-£200
£60-£100
£60-£100
£40-£70
£50-£100
£40-£70
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£25-£50
£100-£150
£80-£130
£15-£30
£15-£20
£70-£140
£70-£140
£70-£140
£70-£140
£70-£140
£70-£140
£50-£80
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1039.V - A run of 4 bays (5 uprights) of white metal boltless
£50-£80
stores type racking with metal shelves - wheeled cage is
not included
1040.V - A run of 3 bays (4 uprights) of white metal boltless
£40-£70
stores type racking with metal shelves - wheeled cage is
not included
1041.V - 2 free standing bays of white metal boltless stores type
£20-£40
racking with metal shelves
1042.V – Lots 1042-1048 are blank
1049.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
£15-£30
1050.M - 1 dark wood effect 2 drawer filing cabinet
£10-£20
1051.V - 1 wood effect / silver shutter front storage cabinet
£40-£70
1052.V - 1 wood effect shelf unit
£10-£20
1053.V - 1 wood effect shelf unit
£10-£20
1054.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
£30-£50
1055.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
£30-£50
1056.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
£30-£50
1057.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
£30-£50
1058.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
£40-£70
pedestal
1059.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
£40-£70
pedestal
1060.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
£40-£70
pedestal
1061.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
£40-£70
pedestal
1062.V - 1 wood effect rectangular office table and two full height £20-£40
pedestals
1063.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
£15-£30
pedestal - front edge trim requires attention
1064.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Haworth type d-yes £10-£20
with 1 under worktop pedestal
1065.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 non matching
£10-£20
pedestal
1066.V - 2 hat / coat stands (1 wood & 1 metal)
£15-£30
1067.M - 1 small circular table, 1 hat / coat stand & 1 pedal
£10-£20
exercise machine by One Body
1068.V - Blank
1069.V - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1070.V - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1071.V - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1072.V - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1073.V - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1074.V - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1075.V - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1076.V - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1077.V - 4 wood / plastic designer style chairs - blue
£20-£40
1078.M - 6 various office swivel chairs
£10-£20
1079.M - 4 wood framed upholstered chairs & 1 wood framed
£15-£30
two person seat
1080.V - 2 grey / purple upholstered reception seats
£30-£50
1081.V - 2 grey / purple upholstered reception seats
£30-£50
1082.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1083.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1084.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1085.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1086.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1087.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
£15-£30
1088.V - A set of six chrome framed cantilever chairs by Dauphin £80-£140
with black upholstered seat pads and mesh backs
1089.V - 1 black upholstered two person sofa / reception seat
£40-£70
1090.V - 1 brown upholstered two person sofa
£30-£50
1091.M - 1 dark brown upholstered electronically reclining arm
£15-£30
chair - please note missing the power supply (Trade)
1092.V - 2 blue upholstered tub type chairs
£15-£30
1093.V - 2 blue upholstered tub type chairs
£15-£30
1094.V - 2 blue upholstered tub type chairs
£15-£30
1095.M - 1 regency style mahogany oval tipping top pedestal
£100-£150
table with splayed legs and a satin wood cross banded top
by William Tillman 1970 - 79.
1096.M - 3 various chairs and 1 stool including a Vitra aluminium
£50-£80
framed group chair by Eames
1097.M - 1 Herman Miller office swivel chair type Mirra
£50-£80
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1098.M - 1 Herman Miller office swivel chair type Mirra
£50-£80
1099.M - 1 metal framed folding table with thick reclaimed
£20-£40
wooden plank top
1100.M - 1 electronically reclining arm chair with power supply
£150-£250
and remote control by Repose together with a matching
fabric three person sofa. Both items appear to be unused
1101.M - 1 Brown leather upholstered three person sofa
£100-£150
1102.M - 1 small shield shaped table, 1 trapezium shaped table
£15-£30
and 2 pedestals
1103.M - 2 rectangular adjustable height office tables - manual
£15-£30
and 1 is missing the winding handle
1104.M - 1 rectangular adjustable height office table - manual
£10-£20
1105.M - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs by Senator
£15-£30
1106.M - 1 wedding dress by Catherine, size 16, RRP £430
£20-£40
1107.M - 1 wedding dress by Romantica, size 16, RRP £395
£20-£40
1108.M - 1 wedding dress by Victoria Kay, size 14 , RRP £595
£20-£40
1109.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia, size 14, RRP £300
£20-£40
1110.M - 1 wedding dress by House of Nicholas, size 14, RRP
£20-£40
£295
1111.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo, size 14, RRP £375
£20-£40
1112.M - 1 wedding dress by Romantica, size 16, RRP £425
£20-£40
1113.M - 1 wedding dress by Romantica, size 14, RRP £195
£20-£40
1114.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo, size 14, RRP £600
£20-£40
1115.M - 1 wedding dress by Alexandra, size 14, RRP £620
£20-£40
1116.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia, size 14, RRP £695
£20-£40
1117.M - 1 wedding dress by Amani, size 14, RRP £415
£20-£40
1118.M - 1 wedding dress by House of Nicholas, size 14, RRP
£20-£40
£250
1119.M - 1 wedding dress by Margaret Lee, size 14, RRP £390
£20-£40
1120.M - 1 wedding dress by Wallis, size 14, RRP £315
£20-£40
1121.M - 1 wedding dress by House of Nicholas, size 14, RRP
£20-£40
£195
1122.M - 1 wedding dress by Sincerity, size 14, RRP £245
£20-£40
1123.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia, size 14, RRP £415
£20-£40
1124.M - 1 wedding dress by Catherine, size 14, RRP £325
£20-£40
1125.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia, size 14, RRP £450
£20-£40
1126.M - 1 reproduction dining suite comprising of an oval centre £50-£100
extending dining table with 6 chairs, 1 hi-fi cabinet and 1
single door CD storage cabinet
1127.V - Catalogue is now blank until lot 1200
1201.V - 4 black metal stands suitable for iPod / tablet
£20-£40
1202.V - 4 red bean bags
£20-£40
1203.V - 6 cream upholstered tub type chairs with metal bases £30-£50
1 has two small tops in upholstery
1204.V - 4 tub type chairs - 2 are missing legs and 1 is slightly
£20-£40
different colour
1205.V - 4 black upholstered tub type chairs
£30-£50
1206.V - 4 black upholstered tub type chairs
£30-£50
1207.V - 4 black upholstered tub type chairs
£30-£50
1208.V - 4 black upholstered tub type chairs
£30-£50
1209.V - 1 green upholstered chair with matching foot stool RRP
£30-£50
£249
1210.V - 1 black upholstered Rondalla Cocktail chair / couch
£40-£70
RRP £459
1211.V - 2 grey Preston dining chairs RRP £35 each
£10-£20
1212.V - 2 grey Tregre dining chairs RRP £105 each
£20-£40
1213.V - 2 Emory button back dining chairs RRP £125 each
£20-£40
1214.V - 4 Vanille dining chairs RRP £28 each
£20-£40
1215.V - 4 Vanille dining chairs RRP £28 each
£20-£40
1216.V - 2 Yorba Linda dining chairs RRP £58 each
£20-£40
1217.V - 4 Penrith dark grey dining chairs RRP £67 each
£30-£50
1218.V - 2 bentwood dining chairs
£15-£30
1219.V - 2 white slat back dining chairs RRP £62 each
£15-£30
1220.V - 4 Colona button back dining chairs RRP £36 each
£20-£40
1221.V - 1 cream high back dining chair RRP £82 and 1 other
£10-£20
wooden chair
1222.V - 2 grey Colona dining chairs RRP £36 each
£15-£30
1223.V - 4 Davenport Dining chairs RRP £44 each
£20-£40
1224.V - 4 Saturn dining chairs RRP £90 each
£40-£70
1225.V - 6 Cassia dining chairs RRP £173 each
£80-£140
1226.V - 4 Talisa dining chairs RRP £55 each
£30-£50
1227.V - 2 brown upholstered dining chairs RRP £39 each
£15-£30
1228.V - 3 Holmes dining chairs RRP £47 each
£15-£30
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1229.V - 2 Regina dining chairs RRP £209 each
£40-£70
1230.V - 6 Acklins dining chairs RRP £130 each
£80-£140
1231.V - 4 Colona button back dining chairs RRP £36 each
£20-£40
1232.V - 2 blue upholstered Boaz armchairs RRP £349 each
£70-£120
1233.V - 1 Terrie tub chair RRP £179
£20-£40
1234.V - 1 Humphries banana leaf swivel armchair RRP £509 - 1 £60-£120
rear strut is broken
1235.V - 1 Jaylen wing back arm arm RRP £439
£80-£120
1236.V - 1 white painted rocking chair RRP £102
£20-£40
1237.V - 1 Cali chaise lounge RRP £188
£20-£40
1238.V - 1 Julien armchair RRP £122
£15-£30
1239.V - 1 Jolene Ducon lounge chair with footstool RRP £319
£30-£50
1240.V - 1 dark tan butterfly chair RRP £141
£15-£30
1241.V - 1 black / white butterfly chair RRP £164
£15-£30
1242.V - 1 Aylin armchair RRP £132
£15-£30
1243.V - 1 Odin armchair RRP £199
£20-£40
1244.V - 2 Dempsey armchairs RRP £379 each
£70-£120
1245.V - 2 x 3ft mattresses
£20-£40
1246.V - 1 x 6ft bed base with a 6ft sareer pocket sprung
£100-£200
mattress
1247.V - 1 double bed base with a 4ft 6 inch mattress
£30-£50
1248.V - 1 bed base with a 4ft Sareer mattress
£30-£50
1249.V - 1 double bed base with a 4ft 6 inch York mattress
£40-£70
1250.V - 1 single bed base with a 3ft mattress
£30-£50
1251.V - Blank
1252.M - 2 vintage metal framed single beds with brass ends
£40-£70
and 2 single mattresses
1253.M - 1 wood framed double bed with a 5ft Knightsbridge
£20-£40
mattress
1254.M - 1 black metal framed double bed with a 5ft Visco
£25-£50
mattress
1255.M - 1 pine framed double bed with 5ft PDM mattress
£20-£40
1256.M - 1 vintage wood / metal framed bed with a 4ft 6 inch
£30-£50
Myers mattress
1257.V - 2 mattresses, 2ft 6inch RRP £107 EACH- may be shop
£20-£40
/ warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding, RRP not shown
1258.V - 1 mattress, 2ft 6inch RRP £107- may be shop /
£15-£20
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding, RRP not shown
£15-£30
1259.V - 1 mattress, 3 ft RRP £107 - may be shop / warehouse
soiled, please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not
shown
1260.V - 1 mattress, 3 ft - may be shop / warehouse soiled,
£15-£30
please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not shown
1261.V - 1 mattress, 3ft RRP £107- may be shop / warehouse
£15-£30
soiled, please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not
shown
1262.V - 1 mattress, 3ft RRP £95- may be shop / warehouse
£15-£30
soiled, please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not
shown
£30-£60
1263.V - 2 mattresses, 3ft RRP £112 each- may be shop /
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding, RRP not shown
1264.V - 2 mattress 3ft - RRP £107 EACH may be shop /
£30-£60
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding, RRP not shown
1265.V - 2 mattress 3ft - RRP £112 & £91 may be shop /
£20-£40
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding, RRP not shown
1266.V - 1 mattress, 4ft - RRP£104 may be shop / warehouse
£20-£40
soiled, please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not
shown
1267.V - 1 mattress, 4ft - RRP £149 may be shop / warehouse
£20-£40
soiled, please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not
shown
1268.V - 1 mattress, 4ft RRP £104- may be shop / warehouse
£20-£40
soiled, please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not
shown
1269.V - 2 mattresses, 4ft 6 inch RRP £165 & 104 - may be shop £30-£50
/ warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding, RRP not shown
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1270.V - 2 mattresses, 4ft 6 inch - RRP £310 may be shop /
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding, RRP not shown
1271.V - 3 mattresses, 4ft 6 inch - RRP £387 may be shop /
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding, RRP not shown
1272.V - 1 mattress by Chesney Pocket Sprung 1400 , 4ft 6inch RRP £389may be shop / warehouse soiled, please check
for any marks before bidding, RRP not shown
1273.V - 1 mattress by Mira Pocket Geltx 1000, 4ft 6inch RRP
£279 - may be shop / warehouse soiled, please check for
any marks before bidding, RRP not shown
1274.V - 1 tufted 2000 pocket top mattress, 4 ft 6 inch - RRP
£541 may be shop / warehouse soiled, please check for
any marks before bidding, RRP not shown
1275.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch - RRP £165may be shop /
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding, RRP not shown
1276.V - 1 mattress, 5 ft - RRP £179may be shop / warehouse
soiled, please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not
shown
1277.V - 1 mattress, 5 ft - RRP £202 may be shop / warehouse
soiled, please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not
shown
1278.V - 1 mattress by Sareer, 5 ft - RRP 202 may be shop /
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding, RRP not shown
1279.V - 1 memory coil CL3 mattress, 5 ft -RRP £127 may be
shop / warehouse soiled, please check for any marks
before bidding, RRP not shown
1280.V - 1 luxury cashmere silk pocket sprung 3000 MF
mattress, 5 ft - RRP £259 may be shop / warehouse soiled,
please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not shown
1281.V - 1 Wayfair Sleep cool blue pocket memory 1500
mattress, 5 ft - RRP £127 may be shop / warehouse soiled,
please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not shown
1282.V - 1 mattress, 5 ft - RRP £179 may be shop / warehouse
soiled, please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not
shown
1283.V - 1 pocket Ortho 1000 mattress, 6ft - RRP £373 may be
shop / warehouse soiled, please check for any marks
before bidding, RRP not shown
1284.V - 1 pocket wall 2000 mattress, 6ft - RRP £641 may be
shop / warehouse soiled, please check for any marks
before bidding, RRP not shown
1285.V - 1 mattress, 6ft - may be shop / warehouse soiled,
please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not shown
1286.V - 1 mattress, 6ft - may be shop / warehouse soiled,
please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not shown
1287.V - 1 mattress, 6ft - may be shop / warehouse soiled,
please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not shown
1288.V - 1 mattress, 5ft - may be shop / warehouse soiled,
please check for any marks before bidding, RRP not shown
1289.V - Blank
1290.V - 4 various foam mattresses and 1 mattress topper 4ft
6inch
1291.M - 1 metal framed bunk bed - no mattresses
1292.V - 1 mattress, 6ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £344
1293.V - 1 mattress, 6ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £206
1294.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £179
1295.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £179
1296.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £179
1297.V - 1 pocket sprung 1000 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to
make transport easier - RRP £179
1298.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £179
1299.V - 1 Wayfair Sleep pocket memory mattress, 5ft, factory
rolled to make transport easier - RRP £179

£60-£80
£70-£100
£70-£140
£60-£80
£100-£200
£30-£40
£30-£50
£40-£60
£40-£60
£30-£50
£50-£80
£30-£50
£30-£60
£70-£100
£120-£200
£100-£200
£100-£200
£100-£200
£100-£200
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£70-£140
£40-£70
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
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1300.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £149
1301.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £179
1302.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £179
1303.V - 1 Sareer orthopaedic mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to
make transport easier - RRP £119
1304.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £144
1305.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £144
1306.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £179
1307.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, factory rolled to make transport easier RRP £179
1308.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £165
1309.V - 1 Dormeo mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make
transport easier - RRP £165
1310.V - 1 Sareer comfort level 3 memory coil mattress, 4ft 6
inch, factory rolled to make transport easier - RRP £104
1311.V - 1 Sareer comfort level 3 memory coil mattress, 4ft 6
inch, factory rolled to make transport easier - RRP £104
1312.V - 1 Sareer comfort level 3 memory coil mattress, 4ft 6
inch, factory rolled to make transport easier - RRP £104
1313.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £104
1314.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £165
1315.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £118
1316.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £118
1317.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £165
1318.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £155
1319.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £155
1320.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £104
1321.V - 1 memory foam 7 zone mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory
rolled to make transport easier - RRP £179
1322.V - 1 memory foam 7 zone mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory
rolled to make transport easier - RRP £179
1323.V - 1 memory foam 3 zone mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory
rolled to make transport easier - RRP £140
1324.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £140
1325.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6 inch, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £140
1326.V - 2 mattresses, both 4ft, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £234
1327.V - 2 mattresses, both 4ft, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £173
1328.V - 2 mattresses, both 4ft, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £268
1329.V - 2 mattresses, both 4ft, factory rolled to make transport
easier - RRP £330
1330.V - 3 mattresses by Dream, all 3ft, factory rolled to make
transport easier - RRP £336
1331.V - 3 various mattresses, all 3ft, factory rolled to make
transport easier RRP £200
1332.V - 3 various mattresses, all 3ft, factory rolled to make
transport easier RRP £328
1333.V - 3 various mattresses, all 3ft, factory rolled to make
transport easier - RRP £324
1334.V - 3 various mattresses, all 3ft, factory rolled to make
transport easier RRP £332
1335.V - 3 various mattresses, all 3ft, factory rolled to make
transport easier - RRP £336

£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£40
£30-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£20-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£50
£30-£50
£50-£70
£60-£80
£60-£100
£40-£80
£60-£80
£60-£80
£60-£80
£60-£80
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1336.V - 1 Dormeo mattress, 3ft, factory rolled to make transport
£20-£40
easier - RRP £112
1337.V - 1 Flex 1000 mattress, 3ft, factory rolled to make
£20-£40
transport easier - RRP £112
1338.V - 1 Flex 1000 mattress, 3ft, factory rolled to make
£20-£40
transport easier - RRP £112
1339.V - 1 Flex 1000 mattress, 3ft, factory rolled to make
£20-£40
transport easier - RRP £112
1340.V - 1 Visco memory foam 5000 mattress, 3ft, factory rolled
£20-£40
to make transport easier - RRP £112
1341.V - 1 Silentnight mattress, 4ft 6inch, factory rolled to make
£30-£50
transport easier - RRP £140
1342.V - 1 Silentnight mattress, 3ft, factory rolled to make
£20-£40
transport easier - RRP £108
1343.V - 1 Stompa pocket mattress, 3ft, factory rolled to make
£20-£40
transport easier - RRP £112
1344.V - 4 various mattresses , all 2ft 6inch, factory rolled to
£80-£100
make transport easier - RRP £378
1345.V - 4 various mattresses , all 2ft 6inch, factory rolled to
£70-£120
make transport easier - RRP £388
1346.V - 3 various mattresses , all 2ft 6inch, factory rolled to
£70-£100
make transport easier - RRP £352
1347.V - 3 various mattresses , all 2ft 6inch, factory rolled to
£60-£120
make transport easier - RRP £321
1348.V - 3 various mattresses , all 2ft 6inch, factory rolled to
£40-£80
make transport easier - RRP over £200
1349.V - 1 floor rug by Hanse RRP £169
£20-£40
1350.V - 1 floor rug by Finsbury RRP £139
£20-£40
1351.V - 1 floor rug by Safavieh RRP £355
£40-£70
1352.V - 1 floor rug by Roma RRP £116
£15-£30
1353.V - 1 floor rug by Serdim RRP not shown
£15-£30
1354.V - 1 floor rug by Safavieh type Mahal RRP £134
£15-£30
1355.V - 3 various floor rugs by Paco Home RRPs £89, £65 &
£25-£50
£99
1356.V - 1 floor rug by Plush Rugs type Moroccan diamond trellis £30-£50
shaggy RRP £248
1357.V - 1 Alexia blue floor rug RRP £157
£15-£30
1358.V - 1 oriental weavers Florenza floor rug RRP £249 & 1
£40-£70
A2zrug floor rug RRP £79
1359.V - 1 floor rug by Zephyr RRP £100 & 1 floor rug by Barclay £25-£50
RRP £149
1360.V - 1 floor rug by Good Weave RRP £203 &1 floor rug by
£30-£50
Hanse RRP £136
1361.V - 1 floor rug by Bodrum RRP £199 & 1 floor rug by
£40-£70
Kayoom RRP £143
1362.V - 1 floor rug by Safavieh RRP £154 & 1 other floor rug
£25-£50
RRP £105
1363.V - 1 harmony cream floor rug by OW RRP £189
£20-£40
1364.V - 1 floor rug by Bodrum RRP £262
£30-£50
1365.V - 1 Kendra floor rug by OW RRP not shown
£20-£40
1366.V - 1 Florenza floor rug by OW RRP £199
£20-£40
1367.V - 1 floor rug by Safavieh RRP £169 & 1 other floor rug
£30-£50
RRP £138
1368.V - 1 floor rug by Easy Shag RRP not shown & 1 floor rug
£30-£50
by Barclay RRP £136
1369.V - 1 floor rug by Paco RRP £92, 1 floor rug RRP £52 & 1
£20-£40
other floor rug, RRP not shown
1370.V - 2 floor rugs by Paco & 1 floor rug by Well Woven £30-£50
RRPs not shown
1371.V - 1 Heath Alpine Tusk floor rug by Calvin Klein RRP
£150-£250
£1399
1372.V - 1 floor rug by a2zrug RRP £129, 1 Kendra floor rug by
£25-£50
OW and 1 floor rug by Jacaranda - RRPs not shown
1373.V - 3 various table lamps and 1 pouffe - combined RRPs in
£20-£40
excess of £200. Contents of one shelf
1374.V - A quantity of various items including a 24 piece dinner
£20-£40
set, a coat rail etc. Contents of one shelf
1375.V - A quantity of various items including a clock, 2 hat /
£20-£40
coat stands, 2 swans, 2 table lamps etc. Combined RRPs
in excess of £200. Contents of two shelves
1376.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of one shelf
£15-£30
1377.V - A quantity of various items including 2 table lamps, a
£15-£30
bin, a clock etc. Contents of one shelf
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1378.V - 1 animal bed - large
1379.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of one shelf
1380.V - A quantity of various door mats and rolls of wallpaper.
Contents of one shelf
1381.V - A quantity of various items including sofa covers,
cushion covers, bedspreads etc. Contents of one shelf
1382.V - 1 parasol, 3 artificial plants and 1 small table
1383.V - 2 bean bags. Contents of one shelf
1384.V - A quantity of various rolls of wallpaper. Contents of one
shelf
1385.V - A quantity of various items including 3 planters, a post
box, a table lamp etc. Contents of one shelf
1386.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of 3 mesh
stacking baskets which are not included
1387.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of 3 mesh
stacking baskets which are not included
1388.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of 3 mesh
stacking baskets which are not included
1389.V - A quantity of various cushions and throws. Contents of
4 mesh stacking baskets which are not included
1390.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of 2 mesh
stacking baskets which are not included
1391.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of 2 mesh
stacking baskets which are not included
1392.V - 2 pouffes (1 has RRP of £86) & 1 animal cushion.
Contents of two shelves
1393.V - A quantity of various sheets, duvet covers etc. Contents
of one shelf
1394.V - A quantity of various sheets, duvet covers etc. Contents
of one shelf
1395.V - A quantity of various bedspreads. Contents of one shelf
1396.V - 1 feather / down double duvet 13. 5 tog & 1 summer
duvet 4.5 tog. Contents of one shelf
1397.V - A quantity of various bedspreads and curtains.
Contents of one shelf
1398.V - 1 Imperial 7 piece comforter set and 2 other
bedspreads. Contents of one shelf
1399.V - A quantity of various curtains. Contents of one shelf
1400.V - A quantity of various curtains and duvet sets. Contents
of one shelf
1401.V - A quantity of various curtains. Contents of one shelf
1402.V - A quantity of various curtains. Contents of one shelf
1403.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of 3 mesh
stacking baskets which are not included
1404.V - A quantity of various items including throws and
mattress protectors. Contents of 1 mesh stacking basket
which is not included
1405.V - A quantity of various items including cushions and
throws. Contents of 1 mesh stacking basket which is not
included
1406.V - A quantity of various items including towels and throws.
Contents of 1 mesh stacking basket which is not included
1407.V - A quantity of various kitchen related items including a
16 piece dinner set, a 5 piece cookware set, wine glasses
etc. Combined RRPs in excess of £200. Contents of one
shelf
1408.V - 1 large wall clock by Bloomsbury RRP £239
1409.V - 2 large wall clocks RRPs £45 & £77
1410.V - 1 peacock mirror RRP £56 and 2 large wall clocks
RRPs £141 & £72. Contents of one shelf
1411.V - A quantity of various kitchen related items including
Spode coffee cups, jars, a tea set etc. Contents of one
shelf
1412.V - A quantity of various kitchen related items including a
three pot slow cooker, glasses, cups, a 62 piece dinner
service etc. Contents of one shelf
1413.V - A quantity of various kitchen related items including
storage tins, cups, coasters, 2 glass jars with taps etc.
Contents of one shelf
1414.V - A quantity of various kitchen related items including a
bread maker, a 3 piece saucepan set, a 23L mini oven, a
Swan retro kettle etc. Combined RRPs in excess of £280.
Contents of one shelf

£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£25-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£25-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£25-£50

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
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1415.V - 6 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs in region of £200
1416.V - 6 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs in region of £200
1417.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs in region of £200
1417A.M - 2 x crystal 8 light chandeliers by MW Light type
232017408 RRP £173 each
1418.V - 1 black / white cow hide RRP £279 and 1 faux
sheepskin rug - no RRP shown
1419.V - 1 floor rug approx £260, 1 other floor rug and 1 floor
mat
1420.V - A quantity of various prints, a wallpaper mural, a sign
etc
1421.V - A quantity of various items including 2 metal cases, 2
solar lights, a peacock etc. Combined RRPs in region of
£200. Contents of one shelf
1422.V - A quantity of various items including 2 table lamps, a
pink cuckoo clock, a large wall clock etc. Combined RRPs
in region of £200. Contents of one shelf
1423.V - A quantity of various items including a wall clock, 2
hanging bars etc. Contents of one shelf
1424.V - A quantity of various items including a large wall clock,
5 table lamps, a small table etc. Combined RRPs in region
of £400. Contents of one shelf
1425.V - A quantity of various items including a rocking horse, a
clock, a mirror etc. Combined RRPs in region of £200.
Contents of one shelf
1426.V - A quantity of various items including 2 Huygens wall
clocks, a shoe rack etc. Contents of one shelf
1427.V - A quantity of various items including 4 table lamps, a
Torchiere floor lamp, a large wall clock etc. Combined
RRPs in region of £200. Contents of one shelf
1428.V - A quantity of various items including a moses type
basket, a squirrel baffle etc. Combined RRPs in region of
£200. Contents of one shelf
1429.V - A quantity of various items including 2 wine bottle /
glasses caddies, coat hangers, mirrors etc. Combined
RRPs in region of £200. Contents of one shelf
1430.V - A quantity of various items including a table lamp, a
wooden chopping board, wooden place mats etc.
Combined RRPs in region of £200. Contents of one shelf
1431.V - A quantity of various items including a large wall clock,
photo frames, a cup set etc. Combined RRPs in region of
£200. Contents of one shelf
1432.V - A quantity of various items including curtain poles, an
Eglo Bradford lamp, pink fold flat boxes etc. Contents of
one shelf
1433.V - 3 various mirrors
1433A.V - 2 table lamps by Safavieh RRP £207 each
1434.V - A quantity of various lights. Contents of two shelves
1435.V - A quantity of various items including coat hangers, an
umbrella stand, a jewellery box, a Disney Peter and Wendy
figure, an artificial plant etc. Combined RRPs in region of
£200. Contents of one shelf
1436.V - A quantity of various items including canvas prints, 2
Zaza stools, 2 small cascade fountains etc. Combined
RRPs in region of £200. Contents of one shelf
1437.V - A quantity of various items including rolls of wallpaper,
a Simple Human mirror, a cake stand etc. Combined RRPs
in region of £200. Contents of one shelf
1438.V - A quantity of various items including a metal chicken,
towel rails, a bin etc. Combined RRPs in region of £200.
Contents of one shelf
1439.V - A quantity of various items including a glass globe, a
rose gold coloured apple, 2 planters, coat hangers etc.
Combined RRPs in region of £200. Contents of one shelf
1440.V - A quantity of various items including a table lamp, 2
planters, 2 wooden trays etc. Combined RRPs in region of
£200. Contents of one shelf
1441.V - A quantity of various items including a table lamp, a
wicker basket, 3 artificial plants, a wine bottle / glasses
caddy etc. Combined RRPs in region of £200. Contents of
one shelf

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£40-£70
£25-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
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1442.V - A quantity of various items including a 2 stools, 2 wall
units, novelty wooden boxes, a novelty metal ladder etc.
Combined RRPs in region of £200. Contents of two shelves
1443.V - 1 cream painted wine rack and 1 plastic bird bath
1444.V - A quantity of various duvet covers, curtains etc.
Contents of two shelves
1445.V - A quantity of various duvet covers, curtains etc.
Contents of two shelves
1446.V - A quantity of various throws. Contents of two shelves
1447.V - A quantity of various throws. Contents of two shelves
1448.V - 2 Australian wool rich duvets and 4 pillows. Contents of
two shelves
1449.V - 1 Australian wool rich mattress topper, 2 pillows and
several sets of curtains etc. Contents of two shelves
1450.V - 4 various bedspreads. Contents of two shelves
1451.V - 1 feather / down duvet and 6 pillows. Contents of two
shelves
1452.V - A quantity of various bedding including duvet covers
etc. Contents of two shelves
1453.V - A quantity of various bedding including duvet covers
etc. Contents of two shelves
1454.V - A quantity of various curtains. Contents of two shelves
1455.V - A quantity of various bedding including duvet covers
etc. Contents of two shelves
1456.V - A quantity of various bedding including duvet covers
etc. Contents of two shelves
1457.V - A quantity of various bedding including duvet covers
etc. Contents of two shelves
1458.V - A quantity of various curtains. Contents of two shelves
1459.V - A quantity of various curtains. Contents of two shelves
1460.V - A quantity of various bedding including duvet covers, a
duvet etc. Contents of two shelves
1461.V - A quantity of various curtains. Contents of two shelves
1462.V - A quantity of various curtains. Contents of two shelves
1463.V - A quantity of various curtains. Contents of two shelves
1464.V - A quantity of various bedspreads / throws. Contents of
one bay / 4 shelves
1465.V - A quantity of various bedspreads / throws. Contents of
one bay / 3 shelves
1466.V - 2 memory foam pillows, 1 anti snore pillow, 4 pillow
cases and 1 sheet. Contents of two shelves
1467.V - 3 curtain sets by Kylie Minogue at Home
1468.M - 1 red ground traditional style floor carpet approx 1.7m x
1.2m
1469.M - 1 ivory ground floor carpet with square design approx
1.7m x 1.2m
1470.M - 1 gold ground floor carpet approx 2.4m x 1.6m
1471.M - 1 red ground floor carpet with ivory border approx 1.6m
x 2.4m
1472.M - 1 red ground floor carpet with tree of life design approx
1.2m x 1.7m
1473.V - 1 cream floor rug RRP £234
1474.V - 1 grey floor rug RRP £129 and 1 black floor rug RRP
£139
1475.V - 1 square pattern floor rug RRP £64 and 1 leaf pattern
floor rug RRP £80
1476.V - 1 blue shaggy floor rug RRP £72 and 1 patterned floor
rug RRP £159
1477.V - 1 place green floor rug RRP £73 and 1 moon floor rug
RRP £82
1478.V - 1 grey pattern floor rug RRP £83 and 1 diamond pattern
floor rug RRP not shown
1479.V - 1 black / grey patterned floor rug RRP £99 and 1
square patterned floor rug RRP £70
1480.V - 1 bobble weave floor rug RRP £236 and 1 grey
patterned floor rug RRP £40
1481.V - 2 grey diamond patterned floor rugs RRP £111 each
1482.V - 1 multi coloured pattern floor rug RRP £139 and 1
traditional style floor rug RRP £103
1483.V - 1 cream patterned floor rug RRP £87 and 1 brown
patterned floor rug RRP £57
1484.V - 1 cream spot / stripe patterned floor rug RRP £98 and 1
multicoloured floor rug RRP £74

£25-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
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£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
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£110-£160
£160-£200
£160-£200
£110-£160
£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£25-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
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1485.V - 1 Zephyr floor rug RRP £59 and 1 zig zag floor rug RRP £20-£40
£129
1486.V - 1 diamond pattern floor rug RRP £169 and 1 Safavieh
£30-£50
grey ivory floor rug RRP £107
1487.M - 1 traditional floor runner approx 2.53m x 66cm
£50-£80
1488.M - 1 traditional floor runner approx 2.5m x 60cm
£50-£100
1489.M - 1 pale floor rug approx 1. 8m x 1. 2m
£40-£70
1490.M - 1 Gazak rug approx 125cm x 115cm
£50-£80
1491.M - 1 vegetable dye wool Chobi Kelim rug approx 160cm x
£60-£90
101cm
1492.M - 1 Baluchi rug approx 135cm x 82cm
£50-£80
1493.M - 1 vegetable dye wool Chobi Kelim rug approx 117cm x
£40-£60
85cm
1494.M - 1 Suzni Kelim runner approx 250cm x 67cm
£50-£80
1495.V - Catalogue is now blank until lot 1600
1601.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type planters £30-£60
1602.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type planters £30-£60
1603.M - 2 concrete garden 2 piece planters - leaf decoration on
£40-£60
sides
1604.M - A pair of circular planters featuring stags and tropical
£50-£60
birds
1605.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type planters £30-£50
1606.M - Two concrete Mayan style planters decorated with an
£50-£60
Aztec design on a circular base
1607.M - One large two-piece staddle stone
£22-£30
1608.M - One large two-piece staddle stone
£22-£30
1609.M - 2 x large decorative two handled garden urns
£30-£60
1610.M - 3 various garden decorations including a lion mask, a
£30-£40
ladies face and a small cherub
1611.M - Two large concrete planters decorated with the fleur£32-£40
de-lis
1612.M - 2 goblet shaped planters with a Mayan Aztec design
£50-£60
1613.M - Two large concrete planters decorated with leaves
£60-£70
1614.M - Two large concrete planters decorated with roses
£30-£40
1615.V - 1 stone/granite and wood garden bench
£100-£150
1616.V - 1 stone/granite and wood garden bench
£100-£150
1617.V – Lots 1617-1621 are blank
1622.V - 1 grill rotisserie oven by Vanguard 3 phase - trade
£80-£200
1623.M - 1 large commercial food mixer by Heng Yu, comes with £80-£120
bowl and 3 mixing attachments 240v - trade
1624.M - One commercial stainless steel open fronted
£15-£30
refrigerated display unit - 240v trade
1625.V - A quantity of various chef knives
£10-£20
1626.V - 9 chefs aprons in black by H Line
£10-£20
1627.V - A multi-coloured 6 piece knife set by Swiss type
£18-£36
Geneva
1628.V - A multi-coloured 6 piece knife set by Swiss type
£18-£36
Geneva
1629.V - A multi-coloured 6 piece knife set by Swiss type
£18-£36
Geneva
1630.V - A multi-coloured 6 piece knife set by Swiss type
£18-£36
Geneva
1631.V - A multi-coloured 6 piece knife set by Swiss type
£18-£36
Geneva
1632.V - A multi-coloured 7 piece knife set by Waltmann and
£18-£36
Sohn
1633.V - A multi-coloured 7 piece knife set by Waltmann and
£18-£36
Sohn
1634.V - A quantity of latte spoons
£10-£20
1635.V - 1 unopened packet of 20 tea towels by H Line
£10-£20
1636.V - A 24 piece cutlery set and 6 steak knives by Judge
£20-£40
1637.V - A 58 piece cutlery set by Judge
£30-£60
1637a.V - A quantity of various electronic catering equipment
£20-£40
including four thermometers and 2 ph metres
1638.V - 7 large stainless steel sandwich trays and seven other
£25-£30
stainless steel trays
1639.V - 48 stainless steel soup / ice cream bowls
£20-£40
1640.V - Two large stainless steel fish kettles
£10-£20
1641.V - 6 stainless steel frying pans and a quantity of utensils in £18-£36
a tray
1642.V - A quantity of various size gastronorm trays
£20-£40
1643.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
£20-£40
Italian
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1644.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1645.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1646.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1647.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1648.V - 10 stainless steel vegetable dishes with lids
1649.V - A large quantity of catering related recipe books, mainly
by Jamie Oliver. Contents of one shelf
1650.V - 18 stainless steel bowls, contents of one shelf
1651.V - 10 large stainless steel teapots, boxed
1652.V - 8 plastic catering trays
1653.V - One large pest killer by Diaminox - trade
1654.V - One large pest killer by Diaminox - trade
1655.V - One large pest killer by Diaminox - trade
1656.V - 22 stainless steel gastronorm containers and lids
1657.V - 10 stainless steel vegetable dishes with lids
1658.V - 2 stainless steel chafing dishes with stands
1659.V - One small electric bug zapper by Diamonox
1660.V - One small electric bug zapper by Diamonox
1661.V - One small electric bug zapper by Diamonox
1662.V - 16 stainless steel meat trays
1663.V - 7 stainless steel colanders
1664.V - 8 stainless steel serving trays and 7 baking trays,
contents of two shelves
1665.V - A quantity of various catering related items including a
Parisian cocktail set, tubs, stainless steel dishes, salt and
pepper pots, utensils bucket etc. Content of one shelf
1666.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
kitchen knives, branded mugs, a three slice stainless steel
toaster - trade 240v
1667.M - Approximately 1000 microwave / freezer containers
1668.M - A quantity of various catering related items including a
microwave, a 4 slice toaster etc. 240v trade. Content of one
shelf
1669.M - 2 x pos systems by Wintec both require attention,
please note no power adaptors are included or till drawers
240v trade
1670.M - One microwave oven by Daewoo type edition 1 240v
trade
1671.V – Lots 1671 to 1677 are blank
1678.V - 1 stainless steel catering type table with shelf beneath
1679.M - 1 precut kitchen worktop by Wren and a sink by Blanco
1680.M - One small tabletop contact grill by R V Rutland - 240
volt trade
1681.M - An integrated 4 ring hob by Neff type Ceran - 240v
trade
1682.M - 1 unused 4 tier single drawer ceramic tiled kitchen
trolley
1683.M - A quantity of various catering related items including a
contact grill, a food processor, toaster and hot water boiler 240v trade
1684.V - One small electric bug zapper by Diamonox
1685.V - One small electric bug zapper by Diamonox
1686.V - A 12 piece crockery set by Seltman Weiden RRP
£62.99
1687.V - A 12 piece crockery set by Seltman Weiden RRP
£62.99
1688.V - 1 Twin electric deep fryer by Infernus type INEF-102L
1689.V - A commercial stainless steel deep fat fryer by Infernus
with drain valve
1690.V - A commercial stainless steel deep fat fryer by Infernus
1691.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1692.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1693.V - A yellow powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1694.M - 1 spin dryer by White Knight 240 volt - trade
1695.V - 1 unused rectangular chafer dish with glass lid and
capsuled stand
1696.V - One large cereal dispenser box
1697.V - 1 stainless steel commercial electric griddle by Infernus
type INEG75C - trade

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£18-£36
£40-£60
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£32-£60
£32-£60
£32-£60
£28-£50
£18-£36
£20-£40
£25-£40
£25-£40
£25-£40
£18-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£30
£10-£20
£40-£60
£30-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£25-£40
£25-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£150-£200
£100-£150
£60-£100
£120-£150
£120-£150
£120-£150
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£40
£200-£400
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1698.V - One small countertop meat mincer by Virgo type tk12 240-volt trade
1699.V - One unused electric juicer by Cookworks - 240 volt
trade
1700.V - One small red commercial food mixer by Kitchen Aid
with grinder - 240v trade
1701.V - A robot coupe food blender/mixer type Blixer 3 - 240v
trade
1702.V - A quantity of Kings Cutlery in a cutlery tray
1703.V - A small commercial stainless steel contact grill by
Buffalo - 240v trade
1704.V - A commercial stainless steel ice cube maker by Polar 240v trade
1705.V - One commercial stainless steel combi oven by Hobart
type csd1012E 3 phase - trade
1706.V - One commercial countertop food mixer type B20-F, unit
has no bowl or attachments 240-volt - trade
1707.M - 1 black 5 ring oven range by Belling Gas type
Sandringham - 240 volt trade
1708.M - 1 commercial stainless steel six-burner range by Lincat,
gas - trade
1709.V - One commercial stainless steel combination oven by
Olis, unit is fitted with an industrial 240v blue plug - trade
1710.V - 1 stainless steel commercial pasta cooker by Mareno please note control knobs are missing - 240 volt trade
1711.V – Lots 1711 to 1718 are blank
1719.V - 1 unused under counter fridge by LEC type l5511w
240v - trade
1720.V - One commercial stainless steel kebab rotisserie by
Archway 240v/gas - trade
1721.M - 1 counter top hot drinks/coffee vending machine by
Style 5 (coin op or free vend) comes with keys (keys in
auction office) - trade
1722.V - One commercial single door counter height wine fridge
by Polar and a free-standing fan - 240v trade
1723.V – Lots 1723 to 1725 are blank
1726.V - 1 stainless steel catering type table with shelf
underneath
1727.V – Lots 1727 to 1728 are blank
1729.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1730.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1731.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1732.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1733.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1734.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1735.V - 1 long aluminium table frame with chopping board top
1736.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1737.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1738.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1739.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1740.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1741.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1742.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1743.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1744.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1500mm boxed
1745.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1500mm boxed

£200-£250
£20-£30
£40-£80
£40-£80
£20-£40
£20-£40
£60-£120
£120-£150
£50-£80
£80-£160
£80-£160
£150-£200
£20-£40
£60-£90
£80-£160
£50-£100
£50-£100
£40-£60
£150-£200
£150-£200
£150-£200
£150-£200
£150-£200
£150-£200
£30-£60
£120-£160
£120-£160
£120-£160
£120-£160
£120-£160
£120-£160
£120-£160
£120-£160
£110-£150
£110-£150
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1746.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1500mm boxed
1747.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1500mm boxed
1748.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1500mm boxed
1749.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1750.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1751.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1752.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
(built to view)
1753.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1754.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1755.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1756.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1757.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1758.V - 3 water filters / calcium treatment units
1759.V - 1 pallet containing a very large quantity of pickling/jam
jars with lids
1760.V - A commercial stainless steel egg peeling/shelling
machine, no make or model visible - 240v trade
1761.V - a commercial stainless steel egg peeling/shelling
machine by Shsnoa, no model visible - 240v trade
1762.V - 1 commercial stainless steel sink unit with shelf beneath
1763.V - 1 large stainless steel boiling pot with lid
1764.V - 1 large stainless steel boiling pot with lid
1765.V - A quantity of stainless steel catering items including
baskets, colanders etc.
1766.V - One twin induction hob by Quest - 240v trade
1767.M - A quantity of spices & herbs, cider vinegar etc.
Contents of one shelf
1768.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with a
shelf beneath
1769.V - A large stainless steel water boiler by Adexa - 240v
trade
1770.V - 1 commercial stainless steel wall mounted hand
washing sink
1771.V - 1 commercial stainless steel wall mounted hand
washing sink
1772.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type drainer (for
pass through dishwasher) with space beneath for
appliances
1773.V - A 6 piece multi-color chopping board set with stand
1774.V - A commercial stainless steel twin sinks unit with drainer
on the right and shelf beneath
1775.V - A large American style fridge freezer by LG - 240v trade
1776.V - A quantity of various cleaning products including mop,
buckets, brushes, cleaning liquids, four pairs of white
catering safety/steel toe cap boots by Black Rock etc.
Contents of two bays, racking is not included
1777.V - Two bays of a black plastic racking with 10 shelves,
contents on the racking is not included
1778.V - 2 kitchen bins by Addis
1779.V - One commercial stainless steel, double bowl, double
drainer sink top
1780.V - 8 large red chopping boards, contents of one pallet,
pallet is not included
1781.V –Lots 1781 to 1782 are blank
1783.V - 8 small square cafe type tables in a light wood effect
finish and 5 similar round & square tables
1784.M - 3 bays of metal catering type racking, please note
some clips may be missing
1785.V - One commercial double bowl single drainer sink unit
with shelf beneath
1786.V - 1 unused worktop by Whirlpool
1787.V - One commercial stainless steel stand 80 x 70 x 66 cm
1788.V - 1 oven rack with trays
1789.V - One commercial stainless steel mobile sink unit
1790.V - One commercial stainless steel mobile 3-tier
workstation shelving unit

£110-£150
£110-£150
£110-£150
£100-£140
£100-£140
£100-£140
£80-£120
£80-£120
£80-£120
£80-£120
£80-£120
£80-£120
£10-£20
£140-£280
£180-£360
£150-£300
£100-£200
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£15-£30
£60-£80
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£20-£40
£10-£20
£80-£160
£40-£80
£25-£50

£20-£40
£10-£20
£50-£100
£20-£30
£50-£80
£40-£80
£220-£300
£10-£20
£40-£80
£10-£20
£50-£70
£40-£50
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1791.V - One commercial stainless steel catering type 3-tier
workstation shelving unit
1792.V - A small stainless steel stand 45 x 45 x 59 cm
1793.V - 1 low stainless steel stand on wheels
1794.V - One used commercial stainless steel stand 75 x 57 x 64
cm
1795.V - A commercial stainless steel catering type table with
space for an appliance beneath
1796.V - One commercial stainless steel 6 grid combi oven by
Hobart, comes on a stand - 3phase trade
1797.M - One commercial washing machine by Electrolux type
w75 MP. Unit comes with a diversity liquid dispenser - three
phase trade
1798.V - 1 10 grid commercial combi oven by Hobart comes on a
stand - 3 phase trade
1799.M - 1 bench fridge / salad bar by Infrico. Please note this
unit is untested & is sold as seen - 240v trade
1800.M - 1 commercial stainless steel rotating heated food
display cabinet - 240v trade
1801.M - One white domestic fridge freezer by Beko type
CCFM1552W - 240v trade
1802.M - One under counter washing machine by Bosch, no
model visible - 240v trade
1803.M - A large commercial glass fronted serve over display
fridge by Legend - no model visible - appears unused 240v trade
1804.M - 1 commercial stainless steel 3 door bench fridge with
salad bar - 240v trade
1805.V - A commercial serveover glass - fronted refrigerated
display cabinet by IglooI. Requires attention - 240 volt trade
1806.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
plates, glasses, frying pans, utensil holders etc. Contents of
four shelves
1807.V - Two tall green stools and two tall orange stools
1808.M - 1 electric clothes spinner by Indesit 240 volt - trade
1809.M - 12 light brown upholstered wood framed chairs
1810.V - Blank
1811.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 1 shelf/2 crates
1812.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 1 shelf/2 crates
1813.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 1 shelf/2 crates
1814.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 1 shelf/2 crates
1815.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 1 shelf/2 crates
1816.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 1 shelf/2 crates
1817.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 1 shelf/2 crates
1818.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 1 shelf/2 crates
1819.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 1 shelf/2 crates
1820.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 1 shelf/2 crates
1821.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 1 shelf/2 crates
1822.V - 50 various bottles of Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 2 shelves/2 crates
1823.V - 34 small bottles of craft beer and and 10 large bottles of
Craft Beer please see pictures for details
1824.V - 96 cans of various Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 4 boxes
1825.V - 96 cans of various Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 4 boxes
1826.V - 96 cans of various Craft Beer please see pictures for
details - contents of 4 boxes
1827.V - 120 cans of Craft Beer please see pictures for details contents of 5 boxes
1828.V - 48 various bottles of craft cider please see pictures for
details - contents of 2 crates

£40-£60
£20-£25
£20-£30
£40-£80
£20-£40
£100-£150
£150-£300
£150-£200
£10-£20
£40-£80
£10-£20
£30-£60
£40-£80
£80-£160
£120-£200
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£25-£50
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1829.V - 16 bottles of craft cider and three boxes of Hogan's 3L
craft cider

£15-£30
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Day 2 Rostrum 1 Commencing at 10.00am in
Hangar 2. All electrical lots in this sale are
Deemed as “Trade” sales. See sale conditions
2001.V - 1 inverter welder by IFL type 151PHF, 110v
£270-£350
2002.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Stihl type 028AV - requires £10-£20
attention
2003.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by McCulloch type Mac 7-40 - £10-£20
requires attention
2004.V - 1 x 20L drum of transmission fluid by Texaco type
£10-£20
Textran AS
2005.V - A quantity of various items including a clothes drying
£10-£20
creel, lights, a slide projector, saddle racks etc. Contents of
two shelves
2006.V - 1 full box and 1 part box containing Klima underfloor
£10-£20
heating cable 1000w
2007.M - A quantity of various lifting slings. Contents of one shelf £30-£50
2008.M - 1 metal workers anvil
£20-£40
2009.V - 1 chemical Spill treatment kit by BDH & 1 box
£15-£30
containing bolts / washers
2010.V - 1 bag containing 10 x ex-MoD hammer in wire anchor
£10-£20
strops
2011.V - 1 bag containing 10 x ex-MoD hammer in wire anchor
£10-£20
strops
2012.V - 1 bag containing 10 x ex-MoD hammer in wire anchor
£10-£20
strops
2013.M - A quantity of various items including edging, filters,
£20-£40
brake / clutch cleaner, a small reduction gear box, tools etc.
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2014.M - A quantity of various items including a Rotowash unit
£20-£40
type M30B, filters, screws, a jump start unit (no charger)
etc. Contents of one bay /3 shelves
2015.V - 1 ex MOD flight case - light gray plastic
£10-£20
2016.V - 1 replacement hydraulic pump - no make visible
£10-£20
2017.V - 1 replacement hydraulic pump - no make visible
£10-£20
2018.V - A quantity of precision tubing and 2 electrical switches /
£10-£20
fuse units. Contents of one shelf
2019.M - 1 submersible pump by JSP type JS400, 240v with
£20-£40
several lengths of lay flat hose. Contents of one shelf
2020.M - 6 rolls of wire netting, 1 box of staples and a quantity of
£20-£40
various strops / rope. Contents of two shelves
2021.M - 3 metal creamery churns - 1 has a lid and 2 do not
£20-£40
2022.M - A quantity of various items including a post rammer, a
£20-£40
vintage metal pulley, gate hinges, a basket of screws etc.
Contents of two shelves
2023.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by Stihl type FS45 and 1 pack
£30-£50
of 2mm mowing line
2024.M - A quantity of various items including an alternator,
£10-£20
vehicle lights, mirrors, filters, a motorcycle top box etc.
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2025.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by Sovereign CDB26A
£20-£40
2026.M - 4 adjustable height metal trestles
£20-£40
2027.M - 1 gun dog cage suitable for 4 x 4 vehicle etc with 2 long £30-£50
drawers under
2028.V - 1 horizontal air receiver tank with twin air outlet
£10-£20
2029.M - 1 invented hot water cylinder by OSO type Indirect
£30-£50
20RI and 1 oil fired boiler by Grant type Multipass 110/140
2030.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various filters
£10-£20
2031.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
£15-£30
a pre-assembled concealed cistern, a toilet seat, a ceramic
basin etc
2032.M - 1 hoist by Car Chair and 1 tipping seat attached to
£20-£40
frame
2033.M - 1 vehicle mounted wheelchair access ramp by
£50-£100
Portaramp type 2.5CLV, SWL 300kg
2034.V - 1 set of heavy duty ex-MoD wire lifting brothers with 3
£50-£70
lifting rings, 4 wire legs and thimble ends, approx 7m long
and original lift capacity when new was 24 tons but NOT
supplied with current test certificate
2035.V - One pallet containing a large quantity of clear tile primer
£5-£10
2036.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
£20-£40
a post rammer, a vintage watering can, a boot scraper, a
lifting chain, hand tools etc
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2037.V - 1 set of blue painted pallet trucks
2038.V - Blank
2039.M - 1 used wood burning stove (no make visible) & 3
lengths of twin wall stainless steel flue
2040.M - 3 pallets containing various shower units, doors, rails
etc
2041.M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of various plumbing
spares - not practical to list in any more detail but please
see full list attached to pallet or the photograph of the list
on the Internet
2042.M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of various plumbing
spares - not practical to list in any more detail but please
see full list attached to pallet or the photograph of the list
on the Internet
2043.M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of various plumbing
spares - not practical to list in any more detail but please
see full list attached to pallet or the photograph of the list
on the Internet
2044.M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of various plumbing
spares - not practical to list in any more detail but please
see full list attached to pallet or the photograph of the list
on the Internet
2045.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of VW T5 2008 engine
parts and a bonnet including a turbo, DPF, alternator, sump
etc
2046.V - 2 pallets containing a quantity of VW Shuttle 2007
engine and body parts including a radiator, cabin heater,
head lights, doors etc
2047.M - 1 rustic wooden door
2048.M - 1 walk behind floor cleaner by Taski type Combimat
700
2049.M - 1 walk behind floor cleaner by Numatic type TT345T
2050.M - 1 walk behind floor cleaner by Taski type Swingo 450E
2051.M - 1 walk behind floor cleaner by Taski type Swingo 450B
2052.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of Emtele 160 couplers
product code 20849 (approx 70?)
2053.M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of various plumbing
spares - not practical to list in any more detail but please
see full list attached to pallet or the photograph of the list
on the Internet
2054.V - 1 pallet containing 36 boxes of polythene bags (each
box contains 500) approx 312mm x 720mm
2055.V - 1 pallet containing 36 boxes of polythene bags (each
box contains 500) approx 312mm x 720mm
2056.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2057.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2058.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2059.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2060.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2061.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2062.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2063.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2064.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included

£30-£50
£15-£30
£30-£50
£60-£100

£60-£100

£60-£100

£60-£100

£20-£40
£30-£50
£10-£20
£20-£50
£20-£50
£20-£50
£20-£50
£30-£50
£60-£100

£40-£70
£40-£70
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
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2065.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2066.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2067.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2068.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2069.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2070.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2071.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2072.M - 1 alloy wheel with tyre fitted, 2 tyres (no wheels), 1 filter £15-£30
and 1 tensioner kit with water pump. Contents of one
stillage which is not included
2073.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
£40-£70
2 strong boy supports, 1 transformer 110v, a hop up, lights
etc
2074.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various Velux window
£20-£40
flashing kits
2075.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various Velux window
£30-£50
flashing kits
2076.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of orange painted wooden
£20-£40
boxes
£50-£100
2077.M - A quantity of various lifting slings, strops, metal D
shackles etc. Contents of one stillage which is not included
2078.M - 1 dry wipe board in wheeled frame
£10-£20
2079.V – Lots 2079-to 2084 are blank
2085.M - A Lister 3 cylinder diesel 32.25 hp, 25 kva Generator.
£250-£500
3ph, manual start, YOM 1973 supplied with a crank handle
and a cylindrical fuel tank. 1 skid mounted
2086.M - 1 seed drill and 1 site measuring wheel
£30-£50
2087.M - 1 small rotavator / tiller by Honda type FG110 with pull
£30-£50
start petrol engine
2088.M - 1 wood turning lathe by Harrison type Union Jubilee,
£80-£150
240v - manual in auction office but not supplied with any
tooling (no face plate or chuck etc)
2089.V - 2 small blue metal stacking cages / stillages
£20-£40
2090.V - A blue / grey metal 4 person full length personnel locker £30-£50
by Manutan supplied with all keys (keys are in auction
office)
2091.V - A blue / grey metal two door workshop cabinet approx
£80-£140
6ft by 3ft with 2 shelves and panels suitable for hanging Lin
type bins inside (no Lin bins included) - key and shelf clips
in auction office
2092.V - A blue / grey metal two door workshop cabinet approx
£80-£140
6ft by 3ft with 2 shelves and panels suitable for hanging Lin
type bins inside (no Lin bins included) - key and shelf clips
in auction office
2093.V - 2 medium size wheelie bins and 1 blue plastic bin with
£20-£40
no lid
2094.V - 4 large wheelie bins
£40-£80
2095.V - 4 large wheelie bins
£40-£80
2096.V - 1 warehouse strapping kit comprising of 1 tension tool,
£30-£50
1 crimper, 1 trolley and a quantity of metal crimps (no
polyprop strapping is included)
2097.V - 1 box moving skate and 1 set of triple wheel stair / step
£20-£40
climbing sack trucks (manual)
2098.V - A 3 position sack truck trolley by Manutan
£20-£40
2099.M - 1 garden waste shredder by Titan 240v
£10-£20
2100.M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828
£10-£20
2101.M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828
£10-£20
2102.V - 1 first aid room couch - boxed and requires assembly
£15-£30
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2103.V - 1 set of high lift pallet trucks by Manutan, capacity
£90-£140
approx 1000kg, lift height 800mm
2104.V - 1 green metal sheet material trolley by Portington max
£30-£50
load 400kg
2105.M - A quantity of various items including speaker cable,
£20-£40
coax cable, wall boxes, light bulbs etc. Contents of half a
shelf
2106.M - A quantity of various items including lead headed nails,
£30-£50
hinges, screw in hooks etc. Contents of half a shelf
2107.M - A quantity of various colour line marking paint.
£20-£40
Contents of half a shelf
2108.M - A quantity of various electrical related items including
£20-£40
socket fronts, switches, plugs, cable clips, lights etc.
Contents of half a shelf
2109.M - A quantity of various hardware including screws, hooks, £30-£50
hinges, cladding clips etc. Contents of half a shelf
2110.M - A quantity of various plumbing related items including
£40-£70
brass fittings, copper fittings, Speedfit fittings, gate valves
etc
2111.M - A quantity of various door furniture including handles,
£30-£50
locks, casement fasteners etc. Contents of half a shelf
2112.M - 13 rolls of waterproofing joint tape by Sealocrete
£20-£40
2113.M - A quantity of various plumbing related items including
£20-£40
copper fittings, toilet seats, a pipe freeze kit etc. Contents
of half a shelf
2114.M - A quantity of various DIY / tool related items including
£50-£100
router bits, jig saw blades, flap wheels, grinder disks,
staples, plumb bobs etc. Contents of half a shelf
2115.M - A quantity of various DIY related items including roller
£20-£40
handles, paint trays, wall paper adhesive, tape, door
thresholds, joining strips etc. Contents of half a shelf
2116.M - A quantity of various nails. Contents of half a shelf
£30-£50
2117.M - A quantity of various screws, nails and louvre vents.
£20-£40
Contents of half a shelf
2118.M - A quantity of various taps and wastes. Contents of a
£20-£40
third of a shelf
£40-£70
2119.M - A quantity of various plumbing related items including
copper fittings, brass fittings, plastic fittings etc. Contents of
two thirds of a shelf
2120.M - A quantity of various plastic fittings including traps,
£30-£50
gutter fittings etc. Contents of one shelf
2121.M - 9 various LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£40-£70
2122.M - 9 various LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£40-£70
2123.M - 8 various LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£40-£70
2124.M - 1 box containing a quantity of various items including
£10-£20
lights, switches, socket fronts, TV sockets etc
2125.M - A quantity of various items including ratchet straps, 2
£40-£70
overalls, 5 flood lights, various light bulbs etc
2126.M - 3 round LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£30-£50
2127.M - 6 various round LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£20-£40
2128.M - 4 various LED lights (2 round & 2 rectangular) - 12v /
£20-£40
vehicle
2129.M - 6 various LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£20-£40
2130.M - 2 rectangular LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£10-£20
2131.M - 7 various amber beacons & 1 rear light
£30-£50
2132.M - A digital wireless camera monitor system 2.4GHz
£30-£50
comprising a 7 inch screen and a waterproof camera
2133.M - 3 round LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£20-£40
2134.M - 1 box containing approx 200 LED vehicle side marker
£50-£100
lamps
2135.M - 2 LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£15-£30
2136.M - 2 square LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£15-£30
2137.M - 4 square LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£20-£40
2138.M - 3 LED flood lights - 12v / vehicle
£30-£50
2139.M - 4 round LED lights - 12v / vehicle
£30-£50
2140.M - A quantity of various items including 5 various 12v /
£20-£40
vehicle lights, various hydraulic spares etc
2141.M - A double lamp work light with stand, 240v
£10-£20
2142.V - 1 silent compressor by Bambi type VTS200D, oil free
£400-£600
dry air, 240v - cost new over £2000
2143.V –Lots 2143-2150 are blank
2151.M - 1 fibreglass pickup canopy with rear hinged window by
£10-£20
Force 10 - suitable for Skoda / VW Caddy pick up
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2152.V - 2 large vintage cast iron drive wheels, diameter approx
1.68m
2153.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various size granite
tiles
2154.V - 1 pallet containing various pieces of polished stone
kitchen worktop including Cosentino Silestone
2155.M - 1 pallet containing a length of armoured cable (believed
to be approx 15m), a galvanised lintel, 1 draw bar, 3 trailer
wheels & 6 metal trailer mud guards
2156.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2m
2157.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.22m
2158.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.75m
2159.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.62m (weathered) & 1
wooden gate width approx 3.06m
2160.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.75m
2161.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m
2162.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m
2163.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m
2164.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 2.76m
2165.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 3.68m
2166.V - 1 tropical hardwood turned heel gate width approx
3.68m
2167.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 3m / 1.8m high
2168.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.04m
2169.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.96m
2170.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 4.2m
2171.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 4.2m
2172.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 4.3m
2173.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 4.5m
2174.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 4.56m
2175.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 4.5m - gate is bowed
2176.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 1.22m
2177.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 1.83m
2178.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.13m
2179.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.13m
2180.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.44m
2181.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.05m
2182.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3m
2183.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.05m
2184.V - 1 wooden gate approx 1.4m wide x 1.8m high
2185.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2186.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2187.V - 1 pallet containing 26 black granite tiles each approx
900mm x 600mm x 2cm thick
2188.V - 1 crate containing a quantity of approx 600 roof slates
each approx 9 inch X 18 inch
2189.V - 1 crate containing a quantity of approx 600 x roof slates
each approx 8 inch x 16 inch
2190.V - 1 crate containing a quantity of granite cobbles
2191.V - 1 granite planter / trough
2192.V - 1 granite planter / trough
2193.V - 1 granite planter / trough
2194.V - 1 granite planter / trough
2195.V - 1 pallet containing 4 concrete pillars
2196.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - granite
ball
2197.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - granite
ball
2198.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - granite
ball
2199.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - granite
ball
2200.V - 1 rectangular tank granite water feature with pump twin granite columns
2201.V - 1 rectangular tank granite water feature with pump twin granite columns
2202.V - 1 rectangular tank granite water feature with pump twin granite columns
2203.V - 1 rectangular tank granite water feature with pump twin granite columns

£200-£300
£10-£20
£10-£20
£35-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£30-£50
£40-£80
£40-£80
£40-£80
£20-£40
£20-£40
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£270-£350
£270-£350
£230-£300
£300-£400
£300-£400
£150-£250
£70-£100
£70-£100
£70-£100
£70-£100
£50-£80
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
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2204.V - 1 rectangular tank granite water feature with pump twin granite columns
2205.V - 1 rectangular tank granite water feature with pump twin granite columns
2206.V - 1 rectangular tank granite water feature with pump twin granite columns
2207.V - 1 rectangular tank granite water feature with pump twin granite columns
2208.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - serated
granite circle
2209.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - serated
granite circle
2210.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - serated
granite circle
2211.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - serated
granite circle
2212.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - serated
granite circle
2213.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - serated
granite circle
2214.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - serated
granite circle
2215.V - 1 pallet containing 16 pieces of slate, most at 1200mm
x 900mm and some at 1000mm x 1000mm - 1 has a
cracked corner
2216.V - 1 pallet containing 3 pieces of slate comprising 2 x
approx 1500mm x 900mm & 1 x approx 1800mm x 900mm
2217.V - 1 pallet containing various slate work tops & fire hearths
2218.V - 1 pallet containing 6 various size slate work tops
2219.V - 1 pallet containing 4 various size slate work tops
2220.V - 1 pallet containing 5 various size slate slabs
2221.V - 1 pallet containing 3 various size slate slabs
2222.V - 1 pallet containing 1 piece of slate approx 1500mm x
900mm
2223.V - 1 pallet containing 2 pieces of slate each approx
1500mm x 1500mm
2224.V - 1 pallet containing 6 various size slate slabs
2225.V - 1 pallet containing 6 various size slate slabs
2226.V - 1 slate slab with circle feature
2227.V - 1 pallet containing various size pieces of slate
2228.V - 1 pallet containing 10 slates tiles - 9 square and 1
hexagon
2229.V - 1 pallet containing 8 slate slabs each approx 1. 2m x
90cm
2230.V - 1 pallet containing 7 slate slabs each approx 1. 2m x
90cm - 1 is broken
2231.M - 8 rolls of thick Reed garden screening
2232.M - 6 rolls of bark garden screening
2233.M - 5 various rolls of bamboo garden screening
2234.M - 5 rolls of bamboo garden screening - red
2235.M - 4 rolls of bamboo garden screening - red
2236.M - 4 rolls of bamboo garden screening - white
2237.V - 1 pallet containing 6 x IG steel lintels type L1/S 150
2100 and 3 other lintels
2238.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various fence panels
2239.V - A quantity of various lengths of wood
2240.V - A quantity of timber mainly 145mm x 22mm (6x1) and
most at 4.8m long
2241.M - 5 rolls of willow garden screening each roll approx 5m x
2m - stillage is not included
2242.M - 5 rolls of willow garden screening each roll approx 5m x
2m - stillage is not included
2243.M - 5 rolls of bamboo garden screening each roll approx
4m x 2m
2244.M - 5 rolls of bamboo garden screening each roll approx
4m x 2m
2245.M - 4 rolls of willow garden screening each roll approx 4m x
1.8m
2246.M - 4 rolls of willow garden screening each roll approx 4m x
1.8m
2247.M - 4 rolls of willow garden screening each roll approx 4m x
1.8m

£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£70-£90
£360-£450
£270-£350
£180-£250
£130-£180
£100-£140
£70-£120
£70-£120
£90-£120
£360-£450
£300-£400
£300-£400
£20-£40
£50-£80
£20-£40
£160-£220
£140-£200
£60-£100
£60-£100
£120-£160
£80-£120
£80-£120
£80-£120
£50-£100
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£90-£120
£90-£120
£50-£80
£50-£80
£45-£70
£45-£70
£45-£70
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2248.M - 2 rolls of willow garden screening each roll approx 4m x
2m
2249.M - 2 rolls of artificial bamboo garden screening each roll
approx 4m x 2m
2250.M - 1 green plastic bunded fuel tank by Titan with a 12v
pump, a Piusi K33 flow meter, dispensing hose and nozzle
- exact capacity not shown but probably in region of 1250 /
1500L
2250A.M - 1 green plastic bunded fuel tank by Titan with a 12v
pump, a Piusi K33 flow meter, dispensing hose and nozzle
- exact capacity not shown but probably in region of 1250 /
1500L
2250B.M - 1 green plastic bunded fuel tank by Titan with a 12v
pump, a Piusi K33 flow meter, dispensing hose and nozzle
- exact capacity not shown but probably in region of 1250 /
1500L and please note that the tank is missing the cap
2251.M - 1 green plastic oil tank - no details visible but believed
to be 1500L capacity
2252.M - 1 tow behind single axle site toilet trailer body size
approx 2.3m x 3.66m contains 2 urinals, 2 basins, a water
heater and 2 toilet cubicles
2253.V - 11 white plastic pallets
2254.M - A quantity of various long lengths of wood (mainly all
treated) including 2 lengths at 4m x 23cm x 8cm (9" X 3"), 2
lengths at 4.8m x 20cm x 5cm (8" x 2"), 3 lengths of 6" X 2"
etc
2254A.V - Catalogue now continues back inside hangar 2 on the
left hand side
2255.V - 1 benchtop wood turning lathe type AC240W, 240v
(SP014244)
2256.V - 1 benchtop metal turning micro lathe type Sieg C0,
240v (SP014178)
2257.V - 1 benchtop wetstone sharpener type AC250WBS, 240v
(SP014329)
2258.V - 1 benchtop bandsaw type AC1400B, 240v (SP014346)
2259.V - 1 pneumatic nailer / stapler 32mm capacity - appears to
be used (SP014276)
2260.V - 1 benchtop pillar drill type AC285, 240v (SP014127)
2261.V - 1 benchtop circular saw type TS250M, 240v with sliding
extension table (SP011925)
2262.V - 1 air filter type AT25AFS, 240v (SP014367)
2263.V - 1 site circular saw by Jet type JTS-315, 315mm, 110v
with right hand side extension table (SP013903 &
SP013904)
2264.V - 1 large benchtop pillar drill type ATDP13B, 240v
(SP013486)
2265.V - 1 large benchtop pillar drill type ATDP16B, 240v
(SP013641)
2266.V - 1 single bag dust extractor type 1.5HP AC82E, 240v
(SP014235)
2267.V - 1 variable height dust extraction nozzle (SP014352)
2268.V - 1 compressor type FA-2024, 240v (SP014288)
2269.V - 1 compact mitre saw stand with wheels (SP014174)
2270.M - 1 single axle unbraked trailer with spare wheel and
cover. Body size approx 1.43m x 1.08m and sides are
43cm high
2271.M - 1 ride on lawn mower by Kubota type GR1600-II, 515
hours, with grass collection box. Drive shaft coupling failed
and requires attention
2272.M - 1 ride on lawn mower by Murray type 125/102 with a
Briggs and Stratton 12.5hp petrol engine
2273.M - 1 lawn mower by Atco type Viscount 19SE with a
Briggs and Stratton Quantum 45 petrol engine
2274.M - 3 x free standing bays of blue metal boltless stores type
racking with chipboard shelves, each bay approx 1.78m
high, 90cm wide and 60cm deep.
2275.M - 1 free standing bay of grey metal double sided
workshop racking with 5 adjustable shelves approx 1.73m
high
2276.M - 1 cement mixer by Belle type Mini Mix 150 with a
Honda pull start petrol engine and a 3 part tipping stand

£25-£40
£30-£50
£300-£400

£300-£400

£300-£400

£20-£40
£500-£700
£40-£70
£30-£50

£50-£80
£100-£160
£50-£80
£40-£70
£15-£25
£40-£70
£100-£160
£40-£70
£130-£200
£75-£110
£100-£160
£50-£80
£20-£40
£50-£80
£25-£50
£100-£160
£700-£1000
£100-£200
£40-£70
£20-£40
£15-£30
£70-£120
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2277.M - 2 seasoned oak sleepers each approx 2.3m x 20cm x
10cm and a quantity of various size oak sleeper offcuts (dry
stored for 2 years)
2278.V - 20 clear plastic hanging warehouse door strips and 5
metal hanging bars. Each strip is approx 30cm wide and
4m long - the 2 grey plastic crates are included
2279.V - 26 clear plastic hanging warehouse door strips and 5
metal hanging bars. Each strip is approx 30cm wide and 4.
17m long - the 2 grey plastic crates are included
2280.V - 35 clear plastic hanging warehouse door strips. Each
strip is approx 20cm wide and 2.3m long - NO metal
hanging strips are included
2281.M - 1 sliding mitre saw by Einhell type KGSZ4300, 240v
2282.M - 1 benchtop chisel morticer by Delta, 240v supplied with
4 chisel morticing bits
2283.V - 1 box containing 39 shirts by Mayfair, colour Pistachio,
size M
2284.M - 1 vintage wooden frame containing a metal fly wheel, a
metal connecting bar and wooden belt drive wheel.
Possibly the drive bed for a vintage wood turning lathe but
no lathe is included
2285.M - 6 boxes containing 3M surgical / particle masks type
N95 1860 Regular - each of the 6 boxes contains 120
masks
2286.M - 6 boxes containing 3M surgical / particle masks type
N95 1860 Regular - each of the 6 boxes contains 120
masks
2287.M - 5 boxes containing 3M surgical / particle masks type
N95 1860S Small - each of the 5 boxes contains 120
masks
2288.M - 5 boxes containing 3M surgical / particle masks type
N95 1860S Small - each of the 5 boxes contains 120
masks
2289.M - 4 tool bags by Craftsman - 1 x 18 inch, 1 x 13 inch, 1 x
12 inch & 1 x 10 inch
2290.M - 4 tool bags by Craftsman - 1 x 18 inch, 1 x 13 inch, 1 x
12 inch & 1 x 10 inch
2291.M - 4 tool bags by Craftsman - 1 x 18 inch, 1 x 13 inch, 1 x
12 inch & 1 x 10 inch
2292.M - 4 tool bags by Craftsman - 1 x 18 inch, 1 x 13 inch, 1 x
12 inch & 1 x 10 inch
2293.M - 4 tool bags by Craftsman - 1 x 18 inch, 1 x 13 inch, 1 x
12 inch & 1 x 10 inch
2294.M - 7 various tool bags by Craftsman
2295.V - A large quantity of picture hanging kits and a quantity of
picture frames. Contents of one shelf
2296.V - 5 ex MOD antennas by Chelton
2297.V - 4 boxes of industrial X ray film by Fujifilm
2298.V - 3 boxes of Raychem sleeve markers
2299.V - 3 rolls of ex MOD hose by HiFlex - no metal fittings
attached
2300.V - 3 rolls of ex MOD hose by HiFlex - no metal fittings
attached
2301.V - 2 rolls of ex MOD hose by HiFlex - no metal fittings
attached
2302.V - 3 Tornado F3 115V IFF 701 Ti test set power leads
2303.V - 1 small black plastic ex MOD carry case
2304.V - 1 pump by Watermill and 1 pump by Plasmatic
2305.V - 1 ex MOD Green plastic flight case
2306.V - 1 ex MOD Green plastic flight case
2307.V - 1 ex MOD Green plastic flight case
2308.V - 1 black plastic ex MOD transit case with extending
handle & 2 wheels
2309.V - 1 green plastic ex MOD flight case
2310.V - 1 green plastic ex MOD flight case
2311.V - 2 rolls of ex MOD hose by HiFlex with metal fittings
attached
2312.V - A quantity of various electrical related items including
plastic wall boxes, Legrand cable markers, ID wired
biscuits, Lewden switches etc. Contents of two shelves
2313.V - 2 rolls of ex MOD hose by HiFlex with metal fittings
attached

£20-£40
£50-£100
£50-£100
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£80

£20-£40
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£20-£40
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£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
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2314.V - 2 rolls of ex MOD hose by HiFlex with metal fittings
attached
2315.V - 2 metal display / storage stands for clamps - boxed and
unused (SP210169)
2316.V - 2 metal display / storage stands for clamps - boxed and
unused (SP210169)
2317.V - 2 metal display / storage stands for clamps - boxed and
unused (SP210169)
2318.V - A quantity of various items including DDA hand rails,
sink wastes, traps etc. Contents of one shelf
2319.V - 1 tow bar by Whitter type VW48A (requires ball or
similar hitch)
2320.V - 2 light fittings & a quantity of flexible conduit. Contents
of one shelf
2321.V - 2 metal display / storage stands for clamps - boxed and
unused (SP210169)
2322.V - A quantity of various lights by Thorn, JCC, Fitzgerald
etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2323.V - A quantity of various lights including an industrial
pendant light, fire rated mains recessed downlights by
Avenue, low voltage downlights kits by Acel etc. Contents
of two shelves
2324.V - A quantity of various items including JCC lights, an FL
Exodus 8 way marshalling box, fire exit signs etc. Contents
of one shelf
2325.V - A quantity of various items including Aurora 2 halogen
downlights, picture lights / transformers and phono leads.
Contents of one shelf
2326.V - A quantity of various items including butt hinges and
door numbers. Contents of one shelf
2327.V - A quantity of various electrical control / switchgear by
Legrand etc. Contents of one shelf
2328.V - 1 industrial type light with glass dome and 4 other
various lights. Contents of one shelf
2329.V - A quantity of various screws including brass. Contents
of one shelf
2330.V - A quantity of various concealed sprung hinges.
Contents of one shelf
2331.V - A quantity of water leak alarms and 1 ceramic basin by
Pura. Contents of one shelf
2332.V - A quantity of various concealed sprung hinges.
Contents of one shelf
2333.V - A quantity of magnetic catches and lock joints. Contents
of one shelf
2334.V - A quantity of various items including handles, washers
and rolling pins. Contents of one shelf
2335.V - A quantity of various items including thimble eyes, shelf
support pins and rubber grommets. Contents of one shelf
2336.V - A quantity of various screws. Contents of one shelf
2337.V - A quantity of wood screws and coach screws. Contents
of one shelf
2338.V - A quantity of wood screws. Contents of one shelf
2339.V - A quantity of various screws and hinges. Contents of
one shelf
2340.V - A quantity of threaded coach bolts (no nuts included).
Contents of one shelf
2341.V - A quantity of various screws (mainly brass). Contents of
one shelf
2342.V - A quantity of nuts / bolts / washer assortment kits and
home maintenance kits. Contents of one shelf
2343.V - A quantity of galvanised clout nails. Contents of one
shelf
2344.V - A quantity of galvanised clout nails. Contents of one
shelf
2345.V - A quantity of single thread screws. Contents of one
shelf
2346.V - A quantity of home fastener kits. Contents of one shelf
2347.V - A quantity of various screws and ring shank nails.
Contents of one shelf
2348.V - A quantity of various outdoor screws. Contents of one
shelf
2349.V - A quantity of machine and other screws. Contents of
one shelf
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2350.V - A quantity of various screws including single thread,
£20-£40
twin thread and coach. Contents of one shelf
2351.V - A quantity of various screws. Contents of one shelf
£20-£40
2352.V - 1 box of nuts / bolts / washer assortment kits, 1 box of
£15-£30
brass plated wood screws, 1 box of single thread screws
and 1 box of coach screws
2353.V - 1 box of nuts / bolts / washer assortment kits, 1 box of
£15-£30
brass plated wood screws, 1 box of single thread screws
and 1 box of coach screws
2354.V - 1 box containing a quantity of JCC Fireguard downlights £10-£20
2355.V - 1 box containing a quantity of tool clips
£15-£30
2356.V - 1 box containing various small reels of chain including
£20-£40
chandelier and chrome plated
2357.V - A quantity of various sheet material including 2.45m x
£30-£50
1.22m sheets of MDF in varying thicknesses, i-Bond &
Acrycast. Contents of one large metal stillage which is not
included
2358.M - 7 sheets of expanded polystyrene underscreed
£80-£120
insulation - each sheet approx 2.4m x 1.2m x 230mm
2359.M - 6 sheets of expanded polystyrene underscreed
£90-£150
insulation - each sheet approx 2.4m x 1.2m x 230mm
2360.M - 18 sheets of expanded polystyrene underscreed
£250-£320
insulation all at 2.4m x 1.2m - mainly 130mm thick but
several are 150mm and 70mm thick
2361.V - A quantity of various picture glass, mirror glass etc.
£10-£20
Contents of one metal stillage which is not included
2362.V - A grey two section 10 drawer plan press overall size
£40-£80
approx 1.47m wide, 89cm deep & 91cm high
2363.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of cardboard protective
£15-£30
envelopes each approx 1m x 70cm
2364.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of cardboard protective
£20-£40
envelopes each approx 1m x 70cm
2365.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of cardboard protective
£20-£40
envelopes each approx 1m x 70cm
2366.V - 1 metal table with a clamp on dispensing frame and a
£40-£70
quantity of various part rolls including Canvastex, dry
mount film, cold pressure sensitive film, conservation
tissue, matt laminate etc
2367.V - A large quantity of various picture frame mouldings. Not £20-£40
practical to list in any more detail so please come and view
or see photographs online. Contents of one metal stillage
which is not included.
2368.V Lots 2368 to 2369 are blank
2370.M - 1 small compressor by Axminster type AWC10HP,
£25-£50
240v
2371.M - A quantity of various items including a router
£20-£40
pantograph, router bits, planer blades, a wooden
carpenters saw, goose neck scrapers etc
2372.M - A quantity of various brad nails and strip nails.
£15-£30
Contents of two shelves
2373.M - A quantity of various hand tools including 2 Groz wood
£20-£40
planes, G clamps, hammers etc. Contents of one shelf
2374.M - A quantity of quilted calf coats and feeder bottles.
£20-£40
Contents of one shelf
2375.M - A pair of binoculars by Sea Nav type SAF 7 x 50
£10-£20
2376.M - 1 fixing gun by Hilti type DX E72, 1 Hitachi cordless drill £20-£40
with 1 battery / 1 charger & 1 Makita angle grinder 110v.
Contents of one shelf
2377.M - 1 Paslode Impulse service kit in orange plastic carry
£15-£30
case
2378.M - 1 box containing a quantity of various motorcycle
£15-£30
related items including chain, a battery, a Brake line kit etc.
Contents of one shelf
2379.M - 1 long heavy duty extension lead
£10-£20
2380.M - A quantity of threaded bar, 2 coils of copper strap and 2 £10-£20
lengths of earth wire. Contents of one shelf
2381.M - 4 vintage metal fuel cans all with brass lids. Contents of £15-£30
one shelf
2382.M - 7 boxes each containing 2 x 5L bottles of Scrub Clean
£20-£40
low foam cleaner for scrubbing / drying machines
2383.M - 7 boxes each containing 2 x 5L bottles of Scrub Clean
£20-£40
low foam cleaner for scrubbing / drying machines
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2384.M - A quantity of various cleaning products including Bissell
oxygen boost
2385.M - A quantity of various ex MOD items including
ammunition boxes, bags, a gas mask etc. Contents of one
shelf
2386.M - 1 fixings gun by Hilti type DX450
2387.M - 1 ex MOD green metal tool box and 2 Bosch cordless
drills with no batteries or chargers
2388.M - 1 out board engine by Mariner type 20
2389.M - A quantity of various items including an amber beacon,
2 pick axe heads, pipe clips, a sash cramp etc
2390.V - A quantity of various small frames and a quantity of
various staples. Contents of one shelf
2391.V – Lots 2391 to 2393 are blank
2394.V - A run of 5 bays (6 uprights) of blue / orange metal pallet
racking comprising of 6 uprights at 3m high / 1.1m deep
and 20 crossbeams at 2.7m wide - making a run of 5 bays.
2 lifts per bay.
2395.V – Lots 2385 to 2401 are blank
2402.M - 11 chipboard sheets each at approx 1.83m x 1.22m
2403.M - 37 chipboard sheets each at approx 1.83m x 59cm
2404.M - 33 chipboard sheets each at approx 1.83m x 60cm
2405.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
2406.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
2407.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
2408.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
2409.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
2410.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
2411.V - 1 oak effect door by Modica approx 2032mm x 813mm
2412.V - 3 matching oak veneer internal doors by Jeld Wen each
with 2 glass panes fitted, each approx 1981mm x 762mm
2413.V - 1 Coventry solid wood glazed slab internal door by LPD
approx 1981mm x 686mm RRP £186
2414.V - 1 Coventry solid wood glazed slab internal door by LPD
approx 1981mm x 762mm RRP £186
2415.V - 1 glazed internal door by Jeld Wen approx 1982mm x
686mm
2416.V - 1 Coventry solid wood glazed slab internal door by LPD
approx 1981mm x 686mm RRP £186
2417.V - 2 internal engineered oak doors by Deanta, each
approx 762mm x 1982mm - not supplied with glass panes
& 1 door by JB Kind with broken glass pane fitted
2418.V - 1 white FD30 fire door approx 1981mm x 762mm & 1
white door approx 1981mm x 686mm
2419.V - 1 internal wooden door with 6 glass panes fitted by LPD
type Barcelona approx 610mm x 1982mm
2420.V - 1 Geo semi solid MDF glazed slab internal door by JB
Kind approx 1981mm x 762mm RRP £152
2421.V - 5 various doors comprising of 2 shaker solid MDF
glazed slab internal doors by Jeld Wen (1 at approx
1981mm x 762mm & 1 at approx 1981mm x 686mm RRP
£125 each) & 3 other various glazed doors
2422.V - 2 white internal doors both with 3 long glass panes
fitted by Jeld Wen 1 at approx 1981mm x 762mm & 1 at
approx 2040mm x 726mm
2423.V - 1 unglazed hardwood external door by LPD approx
2080mm x 864mm
2424.V - 1 internal white door with 4 glass panes fitted approx
838mm x 1982mm
2425.V - 1 Oregon solid MDF panelled bi-fold door by Jeld Wen
RRP £135
2426.V - 3 Decima hollow glazed MDF slab internal doors by JB
Kind approx 1981mm x 838mm RRP £272 each
2427.V - 1 dark wood slab internal door by JB Kind approx
1981mm x 610mm
2428.V - 2 internal wooden doors by JB Kind each with 3 long
glass panes fitted, each approx 826mm x 2040mm
2429.V - 1 internal engineered oak door with 3 glass panes fitted
approx 762mm x 1982mm
2430.V - 1 white internal door by Jeld Wen approx 1981mm x
838mm
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2431.V - 2 internal white doors each with 10 panes of glass fitted
1 at approx 686mm x 1982mm and 1 at approx 612mm x
1982mm
2432.V - A pair of internal white doors each with 9 panes of glass
fitted by LPD, each door approx 590mm x 1982mm
2433.V - 1 wood effect bifold door
2434.V - 1 white internal door with 4 glass panes fitted by JeldWen approx 1982mm x 762mm
2435.V - 1 grey Pintado door by JB Kind approx 1981mm x
762mm
2436.V - 1 white internal door by Jeld Wen approx 686mm x
1982mm
2437.V - 2 white ladder smooth doors by LPD both approx
1981mm x 762mm - 1 is an FD30 fire door
2438.V - 1 solid MDF panelled slab fire door by Premdor approx
1982mm x 686mm RRP £97 & 2 other similar but slightly
larger doors
2439.V - 1 white internal door by Jeld Wen with 1 large glass
pane fitted approx 838mm x 1980mm & 1 other smaller
glazed door
2440.V - 1 white door with single long glass pane by JB Kind
approx 1981mm x 838mm
2441.V - 1 unglazed Augusta door by Deanta approx 1981mm x
762mm
2442.V - 1 Worthing glazed wood slab internal glazed door by
LPD approx 1982mm x 764mm RRP £233
2443.V - One white primed door with 3 long glass panes by LPD
approx 1981mm x 838mm
2444.V - 3 white painted internal doors by LPD each approx
1981mm x 762mm
2445.V - 1 external gothic style door by Jeld Wen approx
1981mm x 838mm
2446.V - 6 x Arlington hollow panelled MDF bi-fold doors by Jeld
Wen RRP £58 each
2447.V - 1 wooden door with single glass pane approx 1981mm
x 914mm
2448.V - 4 hollow panelled MDF slab internal doors by Jeld Wen
- all 1981mm high, 2 at 838mm wide, 1 at 762mm wide and
1 at 686mm wide. RRP region of £47 each
2449.V - 4 x Tobago solid MDF glazed slab internal doors by JB
Kind approx 1981mm x 838mm RRP £142 each
2450.V - 1 white internal door with 15 small glass panes approx
1981mm x 685mm
2451.V - 4 internal dark wood grain effect doors by Premdor
each approx 762mm x 1981mm
2452.V - 1 Thames solid MDF panelled slab interior door by JB
Kind approx 2040mm x 926mm RRP £107
2453.V - 3 white doors by Premdor each approx 1981mm x
762mm
2454.V - 1 grey door approx 1981mm x 762mm
2455.V - 1 Newbury grey door with 1 long triple glazed glass
pane fitted approx 1981mm x 838mm
2456.V - 1 Tutbury white oak door with 6 panes of glass approx
1981mm x 762mm & 1 other oak door also approx
1981mm x 762mm
2457.V - A cottage solid MDF panelled bi-fold door by Jeld Wen
RRP £176 & 1 white bifold door
2458.V - 3 matching internal FD30 fire doors by Premdor each
approx 838mm x 1982mm
2459.V - 1 door by LPD with 1 large glass pane approx 1981mm
x 762mm
2460.V - 1 Spencer glazed door by JB Kind approx 1981mm x
762mm
2461.V - 2 white doors each with 1 small pane of glass and each
approx 1981mm x 838mm
2462.V - 3 Camden interior doors by Jeld Wen each approx
1981mm x 838mm
2463.V - 1 white door with 4 panes of glass approx 1981mm x
838mm
2464.V - 1 white primed door glazed in a rising sun style by JB
Kind approx 1981mm x 762mm
2465.V - 1 white door by JB Kind with 2 glass panes approx
2040mm x 726mm - surface has several marks
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2466.M - 2 unused external doors by IG Doors - 1 at approx
£30-£50
2.01m x 85cm & 1 approx 2.01m x 92cm
2467.M - 2 unused external doors by IG Doors - 1 at approx
£30-£50
2.01m x 85cm & 1 approx 2.01m x 92cm
2468.M - 1 pallet containing 11 various dark wood doors by
£120-£200
Puertas Artesema - please note some may not be glazed
2469.M - 1 pallet containing 9 various internal doors including
£70-£120
several oak finish doors by Vicaima
2470.V - One pallet containing a quantity of various white internal £10-£20
doors
2471.M - 2 large UPVC double glazed bow top / arched sash
£50-£100
windows. These windows are unfitted / as new, are a
misorder and cost over £500 each - 1 approx 2.03m x
1.39m & 1 approx 1.88m x 1.41m
2472.M - 2 large UPVC double glazed bow top / arched sash
£50-£100
windows. These windows are unfitted / as new, are a misorder and cost over £500 each - both approx 1.93m x
1.19m
£80-£120
2473.V - 9 grey internal doors by JB Kind all approx 1981mm x
762mm and 1 matching door at approx 1981mm x 686mm
2474.V - 7 various size grey internal doors
£40-£70
2475.V - 2 Hemlock external doors by LPD and a pair of smaller
£30-£50
Hemlock external doors by LPD - various sizes and no
glass included
2476.V - 6 x safe and sound solid wood primed internal doors by
£20-£40
Premdor approx 2040mm x 826mm RRP £71 each
2477.V - 6 Quattro hollow panelled MDF slab internal doors by
£20-£40
JB Kind (all six doors are different widths) RRP £68 each
2478.V - 5 white internal doors comprising 2 at approx 1981mm
£20-£40
x 686mm & 3 slightly larger
2479.V - 5 white internal doors comprising 2 at 2040mm x
£20-£40
726mm & 3 at 2040mm x 826mm
2480.V - 4 white internal doors each with 10 glass panes by Jeld
£30-£50
Wen comprising 3 at approx 1981mm x 838mm & 1 at
approx 1981mm x 762mm
2481.V - 1 pallet containing 7 various doors
£15-£30
2482.V - 1 pallet containing 7 various doors
£10-£20
2483.V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor each approx
£10-£20
1981mm x 838mm
2484.V - 5 x internal white doors by Premdor approx 1981mm x
£10-£20
610mm
2485.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various bifold doors
£15-£30
2486.V - 1 pine two part stable type doors (NO glass panes
£30-£50
supplied) each approx 1981mm x 838mm
2486A.V - 1 pine two part stable type doors (NO glass panes
supplied) each approx 1981mm x 838mm
2486B.V - 1 pine two part stable type doors (NO glass panes
supplied) each approx 1981mm x 838mm
2487.V - 1 Barnburgh hardwood two part stable type door by
£20-£40
LPD (NO glass pane supplied) approx 1981mm x 762mm
2488.V - 1 Pearlstone corner shower tray approx 1200mm x
£20-£40
800mm
2489.V - 1 pallet containing various glass screens, end panels
£15-£30
etc
2490.V - A bifold shower enclosure by Miqu approx 900mm x
£20-£40
1850mm
2491.V - A bifold shower enclosure by Miqu approx 700mm x
£20-£40
1850mm
2492.V - 1 pallet containing various glass screens including
£15-£30
curved and straight
2493.V - 1 mirror unit with shelf / built in lights & 1 corner
£10-£20
mirrored wall cabinet
2494.V - 1 vanity unit with glass basin and waste
£30-£50
2495.V - 1 vanity unit with white ceramic basin and waste
£20-£40
2496.V - 1 electronic instant hot water appliance type BO1002,
£50-£80
240v RRP £319
2497.V - 1 electronic instant hot water appliance type BO1002,
£50-£80
240v RRP £319
2498.V - 1 brushed copper kitchen mixer boiling water tap type
£30-£50
KTA032
2499.V - 1 Miami flexible neck kitchen mono tap type KIT268
£20-£40
2500.V - 1 Artemis single lever kitchen tap by Eisl
£20-£40
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2501.V - 1 Quadrant contemporary kitchen mixer tap by
Rangemaster
2502.M - 2 towel rails - no other details visible
2503.V - 1 Chive sink mixer tap by Bristan
2504.V - 1 side lever mono basin tap
2505.V - 1 small folding step, 1 wall mounted towel rail, 1 Mezza
3 tray round caddy & several sheets of tile stickers.
Contents of one shelf
2506.V - 1 Topaz deck Or W/H BSM w/ shower kit type
BC304DX-M RRP £142
2507.V - 1 Topaz deck Or W/H BSM w/ shower kit type
BC304DX-M RRP £142
2508.V - One traditional twin exposed thermostatic shower valve
type TTEV04 RRP £186
2509.V - 1 Topaz deck BSM w/ shower kit type BC304DX-M
RRP £148
2510.V - 1 Topaz deck BSM w/ shower kit type BC304DX-M
RRP £148
2511.V - A quantity of various mainly shower / bathroom related
items including a toilet paper holder, shower caddies, a
shower curtain etc. Contents of one shelf
2512.V - 1 Artisan recessed thermostatic dual control shower
valve with integral two outlet diverter by Bristan RRP £179
2513.V - 1 Cheltenham basin mixer tap by Tavistock
2514.V - 1 limited edition bridge mixer tap type 215AB
2515.V - A quantity of various shower related items including a
thermo bar valve with shelf / riser, shower heads etc.
Contents of one shelf
2516.V - 2 Jackson white toilet seats by Croydex
2517.V - 2 Jackson white toilet seats by Croydex
2518.V - 2 grey toilet seats by Sabichi
2519.V - 1 Beaumont bridge mixer tap RRP £43 & 1 kitchen
mixer tap
2520.V - A pair of Edwardian style taps and a Bristan Choices
basin mixer block (no tap handles)
2521.V - 1 deck mounted bath / shower mixer tap & 1 Puro
hygiene kit
2522.V - 3 various toilet seats
2523.V - 3 square toilet seats
2524.V - 1 Ontario toilet seat by Croydex and 1 toilet brush /
paper holder
2525.V - 1 Ontario toilet seat by Croydex and 1 toilet brush /
paper holder
2526.V - 1 lighthouse toilet seat by Wenko and 1 toilet brush /
paper holder
2527.V - 1 electric shower by Triton type Seville 10/18
2528.V - A quantity of various shower related items including
slide rail kits & a thermostatic shower mixer valve. Contents
of one shelf
2529.V - 3 various toilet seats
2530.V - A quantity of various bathroom related items including
toilet paper holders, towel rails etc. Contents of one shelf
2531.V - A quantity of various door handles. Contents of one
shelf
2532.V - 2 curved glass doors from an Opus shower cabin - NO
tray or shower included
2533.V - 1 metal faced wood backed table top approx 2.1m x 1m
- NO legs
2534.V - 1 square shower tray approx 1m x 1m
2535.V - 1 square quadrant shower tray with hidden waste by
Belfry RRP £86
2536.V - 1 Lanza mono basin mixer tap by Scudo
2537.V - A pair of Art Deco basin taps by Bristan and 2 pairs of
basin taps type I321XE
2538.V - 1 Vibe waterfall tap
2539.V - 1 traditional mono basin tap type X385W
2540.V - 1 Gento bath mixer tap & 1 Gento mono basin mixer tap
2541.V - 1 waterfall mono basin tap by Hudson Reed type ART
315
2542.V - 1 kitchen mixer tap (2 handles)
2543.V - 1 Cornwall mixer tap by Schutte type 79010
2544.V - A quantity of various rolls of wallpaper. Contents of one
shelf
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2545.V - 1 Belfast bridge tap by Rangemaster type TBL1CM
2546.V - 1 Belfast bridge tap by Rangemaster type TBL1CM
2547.V - 1 Belfast bridge tap by Rangemaster type TBL1CM
2548.V - 1 Belfast bridge tap by Rangemaster type TBL1CM
2549.V - 1 Aquaclassic 2 monobloc tap by Rangemaster
2550.V - 1 Quest twin control concealed thermostatic shower
valve with square plate by Bristan type QUEV51-M
2551.V - 1 towel rail radiator
2552.V - 1 electric fire in the style of a log burner by Leisure
Zone
2553.V - 1 black metal fire grate
2554.V - 1 white electric fire in the style of a log burner by
Leisure Zone
2555.V - 1 inset electric fire by Helios
2556.V - 1 inset electric fire by Homcom - brass effect trim
2557.V - 1 designer radiator by Reina type Pienza approx
1165mm wide by 550mm high, chrome
2558.V - 1 electric fire in the style of a log burner by Adam Fires
2559.V - 1 electric fire in the style of a log burner by Adam Fires
2560.V - 1 wall mounted ceramic toilet pan with seat but no
cistern
2561.V - 1 white ceramic toilet pan with NO cistern RRP £171
2562.V - 1 vertical radiator by Etamin approx 600 x 620mm, 10
bars, anthracite
2563.V - 4 various cisterns with lids
2564.V - 1 K700 undermount sink by Grohe RRP £286
2565.V - 1 Glendale stainless steel sink by Rangemaster, 1.0
bowl
2566.V - 1 white resin basin by Furbatr type Tranquillity 540
2567.V - 1 white undermount single bowl sink approx 533mm x
457mm
2568.V - 1 dark grey sink by Blanco, 1.5 bowl and 1 Blanco glass
board / stand
2569.V - 1 white ceramic drainer
2570.V - 1 single bowl inset stainless steel sink by Rangemaster
2571.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 1.06m wide
2572.V - 1 small wall hung vanity unit and 1 small white ceramic
basin
2573.V - 1 modern style white resin basin by Doporro approx
75cm wide
2574.V - 1 small white resin basin approx 402mm x 355mm
2575.V - 1 white glass basin by Cubico approx 52cm x 40cm
2576.V - 1 glass basin by Cubico approx 60cm x 42cm
2577.V - 1 ceramic drain tray by Reginox RRP £48
2578.M - 1 white ceramic wall hung basin with wall hung
pedestal
2579.V - 1 white resin basin approx 50cm x 36cm
2580.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 61cm wide
2581.V - 1 ceramic drain tray by Reginox RRP £48
2582.V - 1 stainless steel one and a half bowl undermount sink
by Rangemaster RRP £214
2583.V - 1 white ceramic U shaped wall hung basin by Belfry
type Ulysses RRP £151
2584.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 82cm wide
2585.V - 1 small Marco marble sink type ST34 by Tikamoon
approx 36cm x 21cm
2586.V - 1 white resin basin with moulded shelf on right hand
side approx 460mm x 1100mm
2587.V - 1 black resin outdoor shower base / tray by Arkema
approx 103cm x 107cm RRP £219
2588.V - 1 wall mounted vanity unit with double basin by Belfry
type Chevalier 1200mm RRP £469
2589.V - 1 white free standing vanity unit (NO basin)
2590.V - 1 concealed cistern cabinet (NO cistern)
2591.V - 1 free standing bathroom vanity unit by Premier type
Athena 505mm RRP £128 - NO basin
2592.V - 1 white free standing vanity unit by Premier type
Mayford 667mm RRP £115 - NO basin
2593.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit approx 72cm wide - NO basin
2594.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit - NO basin
2595.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit by Premier type Athena 600mm
RRP £135 (NO basin)
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2596.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit by Cubico type Serena - NO
basin and light damage to front right hand corner
2597.V - 1 corner vanity unit by Old London RRP £329 - NO
basin
2598.V - 1 small free standing vanity unit with a small white
ceramic basin and 1 concealed cistern cabinet (NO cistern)
2599.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit with a Perseus grey marble
basin by Tikamoon
2600.V - 1 grey wall hung vanity unit - NO basin
2601.V - 1 white wall hung vanity unit - NO basin
2602.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit with a white ceramic basin
approx 60cm wide
2603.V - A wall fixed dressing table set with mirror by Lily Manor
type Altair RRP £145 - requires assembly
2604.V - 1 bathroom mirror by Scudo type Reflection 002
2605.V - A bathroom cabinet with 2 mirrored doors
2606.V - 1 surface mounted mirrored cabinet by Premier approx
46cm x 66cm RRP £69with 2 sliding mirrored doors
2607.V - 1 bathroom cabinet with 2 mirrored doors by Bathvida
type Tiano approx 45cm x 45cm
2608.V - 1 bathroom cabinet with 2 mirrored doors by Bathvida
type Tiano approx 45cm x 45cm
2609.V - 1 Tay oval bathroom cabinet with mirrored door by
Croydex
2610.V - 1 bathroom cabinet with 2 mirrored doors approx 61cm
x 61cm
2611.V - 1 bathroom cabinet with 2 mirrored doors approx 80cm
x 71cm
2612.V - 1 bathroom cabinet with 2 mirrored doors approx 80cm
x 71cm
2613.V - 1 LED bathroom mirror approx 50cm x 70cm & 1 small
triple door bathroom cabinet - one of the mirrored doors is
cracked
2614.V - 1 inset electric fire by Be Modern type 1198 - bowed
glass front
2615.V - 1 inset electric fire by Be Modern type 1499 - black
metal trim
2616.V - 1 inset electric fire by Be Modern type 1499 - black
metal trim
2617.V - 1 inset electric fire / heater by Bemodern type 1242
2618.V - 1 modern style white fire place by Katell with a built in
hidden electric fire and a visible oval flame effect light unit
2619.V - 1 white traditional style fireplace by Katell with an inset
visible electric fire
2620.V - 1 modern style white fire place with a built in hidden
electric fire and a visible oval flame effect light unit
2621.V - 1 grey freestanding vanity unit with a white resin basin
approx 50cm wide
2622.V - 1 grey freestanding vanity unit approx 40cm wide & 1
brown freestanding vanity unit approx 60cm wide - NO
basins
2623.V - 2 white gloss two door bathroom cabinets
2624.V - 1 small white free standing vanity unit with a small white
ceramic basin approx 40cm x 23cm
2625.V - 1 free standing wood effect vanity unit approx 50cm
wide & 1 wall mount grey vanity unit approx 50cm wide NO basins
2626.V - 1 wood effect concealed cistern cabinet (NO cistern)
and 1 wall hung vanity unit approx 50cm wide
2627.V - 1 Pearlstone corner shower tray approx 1000mm x
800mm
2628.V - 1 bathroom corner cabinet with 1 mirrored door and
built in LED light and 1 other white unit which requires
assembly
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2629.V - Vehicles section 10% Buyer's premium.
2630.M - ERIBA PUCK vintage caravan. 1982. 2 berth, incl.
£4250-£4500
awning, and sunshade. Cooker, fridge, 240v hookup.
original bill of sale. in good condition.10% BP
2631.M - Mercedes 190E 4 dr Auto saloon. 1997cc petrol, Reg
£850-£1200
L982 YTA, 04/08/1993. MoT to 28/05/2020. Mileage
101631' only.. Full service history.. and many bills. 2
owners from new. Excellent condition. 10%BP
2632.M - Ford Cortina Mk 3, 1600cc manual, 4 Door saloon, 1st £2500-£3000
reg. 20/10/1975. MoT not required but last one 8/06/18.
Mileage 54730' on odometer. several old MoTs, Dry stored
last 14 years. New cam belt, battery, radiator. Drives well ..
restored but requires finishing paintwork. Deceased Estate.
10%BP
2633.M - Vauxhall Astra van Envoy CDTi 1.7 manual Diesel. Reg £300-£500
BK55 HHM. 09/09/2005.. MoT'd to 20/05/2020. Mileage
143000' . 10% BP
2634.M - Transit Connect L230 D, panel Van, white. reg HX04
£250-£300
SPV, 21/04/2004, 1753cc Diesel, MoT Expired 24/04/2019,
Mileage: 142,402', one owner. 10%BP
2635.M - Mitsubishi L200 warrior DI-D Double cab Pick-up. 5
£1200-£1800
speed manual diesel. Reg FDO6 NUE, 1st reg. 31/05/2006.
MoT expired 30/05/2019. Mileage 187383' New cylinder
head fitted 172764' 01/06/2018. See bill £4218.00. On
behalf of bailiffs. 10% BP.
2636.V - Mitsubishi Canter 75 7C14 Flat bed lorry. Reg YN06
£2500-£3000
KCF, 1st reg 01/05/2006. Mileage approx 52000km, MoT
plate to 31/03/2020. 3908cc diesel. used for scaffolding.
10%BP
2637.V - VW Caddy Maxi C20 CDi. LWB Panel van. Reg PF10 £1400-£1600
OAZ 1st reg 04/06/2010. 1968cc Diesel. Mileage 166000'.
MoT to 12/06/2020. (new). Full service History . 10% BP
2638.V - VW Transporter T28 102 TDI SWB panel van, Reg
£3500-£4000
NL62 YVC, 1st reg 25/09/2012. 1968cc manual diesel.
MoT'd 24/09/2019, Full service history. Mileage 186,000'.
10% BP.
2639. LandRover Freelander 2 TD4 HSE, Black, leather, 6 sp Manual Diesel,
2179cc, 4x4 Estate. Reg NV56 YNZ, 1st reg 24/01/2007..
Mileage: 83,700’ MOT : 6/11/2019
10% BP
£3500- £4000
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